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John Kilzer
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Get A Record Deal

and

He Did!
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centerfold story

Debbie Gibson Is Not Only Holding Top

Chart Positions, She‘s Holding The Reins On

Her Career As Well. Richard Graham‘s

Interview With Ms. Gibson Begins On Page

28. Cover Photography By Kelly K. Craig.
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STAR TRACKS commercials spent time in
Mempho last month. "If you want 

 
by Anna Cham centers on getting a studio up and great blues, go to Beale Street. If

running. Nice picture too. you want great beer, go to . . ."
By the time you read this the 10— The Sept. 8 issue of Rolling You know the rap. The commercial

year—old will be back in school. It Stone includes an article titled will be aired nationally for 12 to 18
will still be hotter than, well, "Memphis: A Legendary Music City months.
whatever, but it will be much Is On The Rebound." Reporter Rob Beale Street gets a great plug
quieter. | approve of that. Tannenbaum came to town for the and Bill Beaty and the Who Dogs
Memphis has been hot in more __ Producers‘ Showcase in June and get national exposure. Star Stage,
ways than weather on the national met lots of folks. The article is: Inc. assisted with the auditions and
front. Read on. .. mostly positive and mentions new over 20 of Memphis‘ best guitarists/

generation music makers "Traci __ singers were screened. The Who
(sic) Lords, Kevin Paige, and FE/i Dogs and Cato Walker on
Ball with, of course, all our legends. saxophone are performing on a

NATIONAL NOISE I don‘t have a bitch with what they stage in the middle of Beale Street.
put in, it‘s the ones they left out Can‘t wait to see it. Memphis‘ API

This is the month Memphis is fea— we‘re writing letters about, studios filmed the spot with Bob
tured in Billboard (the Sept. 10 including John Kilzer whose album Carrier producing.
edition). . . Hope they were nice to they just reviewed and gave 3% Also in August, the Tennessee
us. stars. Department of Tourism came to
The August issue of Mix town looking for Memphis

magazine featured an interview with musicians to feature in a national
John Fleskes of Memphis Sound The advertising team responsible ad campaign. The five piece band
Productions. The discussion for the Old Milwaukee beer they are looking for hasn‘t been

 
Featured on our cover is Richard A. Foster‘s photo of the Memphis skyline at night. His shot, across a placid“

Mississippi River from Arkansas, is the Grand Prize winner of the MemphisStar photo contest. The judges report a

difficult time in selecting winners in every category.
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cast at presstime. We‘ll fill you in

next month.

John Kilzer and the band spent

part of the summer opening for the

Moody Blues. Crew member Lee

Moore said they traveled 2000 miles

in New York State alone. Well,

maybe it just felt like it. They‘ll be

partying at home on Sept. 4 at the

Beale Street Memphis Music

Festival.

The Joanna Dean report: Her

second video is "Ready For

Saturday Night" and was filmed in

Memphis and London. Their club

tour has kept them on the road

most of the summer. A string of

southern dates went like this —

police barricades in San Antonio,

enthusiastic fans arrested for

climbing onstage in Jackson, Miss.,

the audience in Dallas, Tex. singing

the words before the band ever hit

the stage. | think they like her.

Watch for an album review in an

upcoming Rolling Stone.

DONT MISS

On Sept. 1, Rum Boogie Cafe will

host the Gibson Guitars All—Star

Blues Jam. Don McMinn says

there‘s just no tellin‘ who‘ll fly in,

and when you consider who

endorses Gibson ...

The legendary and Grammy

winning jazz trumpeter Wynton

Marsalis will perform on the 9th at

the Omni—New Daisy Theatre. Pro—

ceeds are earmarked for CoDe

North, an anti—poverty group.

And, if you missed it last time,

here‘s another chance. The Creed

reunion, part II will be Sept. 23 also

at the Daisy. The all—star band‘s

dissolution in 1984 led to the birth

cont. page 53

 
 

 

Dave Smith and Sean Denley

invite you to stop by

2012 Madison

(formerly The Thunderbird)

to see what Pro—Audio is

coming up with in September.

(next to Ardent Studios)
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DRUM SHOP

1999 MA DIS O N

(acrossfrom ARDENT studios)

 

  
 

Corrections

In our August issue an incorrect

area code was listed for Makin‘

Trax in the Studio Guide listings.

The correct area code and

complete phone number is (901)

682—2759.

In our editorial on page 19 an

incorrect moniker was given for

KMPZ—FM radio station. The

correct one is Z—98.

We regret any inconvenience

these errors may have caused. *
    

ROADHOUSE

RECORDING

sSONY/MCI ANALOG

MITSUBISHI DIGITAL __
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Productions. The release date 

 

   

s —> ——— and "Line Of Fire." Joe Dixon should be early spring of ‘89.
Space in Studio News is avail— came in to cut a promotional jingle TNA completed demos for Ardent

able to all studios open to the for Rice College. Joe wrote and Productions. Joe Hardy and Paul
public recording music or videos produced with Eric Patrick behind Ebersold are producing. *
in the Meftflpg‘l: 25:21 Sgbnglls' the boards. Pete Pederson was in
sions mus +_ aoubie— the studio working on several
spaced and received no later than different jingle pagkages for Peter M&SCFT&MC
the 10th of the month prior to Buck Productions. Eric Patrick D'r ctorpublication. Addgess mag/erméto: engineered. 1reECctO y
The Memphis Star, c/o Ken
Houston, 643 S. Highland, At ARDENT: R.E.M. was in Wants You!
Memphis, TN 38111. The working on their new album for The Memphis and Shelby
Memphis Star reserves the right Warner Bros. Records. Scott Litt is County Film, Tape and Musicto edit all copy. co—producing with the band; Jay Commission is now compiling its

Healy is engineering and Tom new Directory which will, among
At MAKIN‘ TRAX: Several song— Laune is assisting. other things, be sent to national

writers have been working on pro— Tommy Keene completed his new

|

film, tape and music producers,jects this past month. Original album for Geffen Records. Joe etc., who request information on
material has been recorded by Hardy and John Hampton Memphis area entertainers,
Mimmye Goode, Ben Conway, and produced, engineered and played production companies, supportCharlie Masters. Genia Patton is bass and drums, respectively. services personnel, etc., etc.working on a three—song package Mavis Staple (Staple Singers) con— The listings are free and whowith Bill Darby engineering, and tinued work on her new LP for knows, you might get a gig. CallMike Plunk producing. Paisley Park. Homer Banks Lisa Greer at the Memphis andAt COTTON ROW: Nikos Lyras produced and William Brown en— Shelby County Film, Tape andproduced and engineered three gineered. Music Commission at 272—0055 for
new tracks for New Memphis Tora Tora started their debut more info. Deadline is soon; actMusic, Inc. "If 1 Could Do It All album for A&M Records. Joe now! x
Over Again," "Nothing Is Forever," Hardy and Paul Ebersold are    

 

R.E.M. is wrapping up theirnewWarner LP at Ardent. Pictured in Studio A are, from left, engineerJay Healy, dnfmmer Bill
Berry, guitarist Peter Buck, vocalist Michael Stipe, bassist Mike Mills and Producer Scott Litt. Assistant engineer Tom
Laune is kneeling behind an unidentified canine.
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The 1988 Nashville Tri—

bute, celebrating the

contributions of Gram

Parsons (left) and

Clarence White to

"country—rock" will be

held Oct. 1 at Nash—

ville‘s the Cannery.

For info call (615) 329—

3730. The Gram Par—

sons Memorial Founda—

tion is a worldwide

group dedicated to

preserving Parsons‘

influence. For info on

GPMF write: 1719

Faxon, Memphis, TN

38112.
photo courtesy GPMF
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TASCAM

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

available at

4284 Summer Ave. _
Memphis, TN 38122

(901) 682—2455 i

 

Meet New

Friends

and
 

 

Letters

Dear Memphis Star,

Several glaring errors in the

editorial "Rock 98 Bites The Big

One" need correction. KMPZ is Z—

98, not K—98. The change in the

format to CHR (contemporary

hits) was dictated by extensive

research and listener surveys; this

is what people want to hear!

Research is continued on the local

level, which in turn allows Z—98 to

be programmed specifically for

Memphis; your assertion that "a

New York list" (a ridiculously

vague contrivance) masterminds

the programming for all CHR

stations is absurd. The new

owner, the Dittman Group, does

own a successful station in Mobile,

but it is definitely CHR, not AOR

as you stated.

The decision to go with new call

letters and a new format was

made because of the unacceptable

ratings of Rock 98, which had

steadily slipped in the Arbitron

Ratings to last place among all

FM commercial radio stations.

Advertising sales are not down;

the change in format was

welcomed by most advertisers,

except for the wet t—shirt contest

promoters and tattoo parlor entre—

preneurs. f

Your opinion as to the

importance of ROCK 98 is

obviously exaggerated (as the

ratings testified) and I‘m still

_ wondering how most people

"watch" the radio. . By the way,

The Worm‘s New Music Hour is

still on Sunday Night.

Sincerely,

Paul Fuller

Program Director

KMPZ—Z98

EDITOR‘S NOTE: Glad to

know the Worm is still on. The mix—

up on "Z"—98 was a proofreading

error. (See corrections, page 5.)

The rest of your letter deals with

opinion and/or the desire to turn a

profit (something we don‘t consider.

to be the only bottom line) and

maybe we should agree to disagree.

The thrust of our editorial was

lamenting the old, not attacking the

new. We do feel strongly, though,

that much of our local product,

across the musical spectrum,

deserves to be heard. Anything you

can do to assist that end is appre—

ciated, not just by us, but by all the

talented, hungry musicians in

Memphis and the Mid—South.

In any event, thanks for your

comments and welcome to the area.

By the way, didn‘t the Mobile

station used to be AOR? x

Make More

Money

  

MEMPHIS

PROFESSIONAL

BARTENDING

SCHOOL

  

2665 Broad Ave.

Memphis, TN 38112

(901) 323—1800

 

4 Week Course

Convenient Class Hours

Easy Payment Plan

Placement Assistance

   

PonAPostnvehecorone

Wir Great

RECORDING

PROFESSIONAL
16 TRACK STUDIO

(901) 323—5407
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Stealin‘

Kentucky and English

country rockers

bring it home

in Memphis

 

Horses

 

by Harold Quick
 

hey had a tough act to

follow. Closing the

Omni—New Daisy por—

tion of the Memphis

* =J Star birthday benefit

for Multlple Sclerosis July 21, they
had to go on after a steaming set by
Human Radio, the hottest band in
town right now (see Memphis Star,
Aug. 1988). And they had to play
without a sound check.
As the soundmen furiously twisted

knobs and made adjustments, the
band forged ahead and, midway
through their second song,
"Walkaway," had the late night

 

  

birthday partiers off their seats and
on the dance floor. Stealin‘ Horses
was capturing a Memphis audience
with their no—frills, country—rock
sound.
The Horses, on a mini—tour in

support of their self—titled debut
album on Arista, had only arrived in
town about 7:00 p.m. that evening;
just in time for dinner and a shower
before hitting the boards. They had
driven all day from Lexington, Ky.
(their home base). The previous
night they had a triumphant home—
coming, playing to a sold—out
Breedings club. It was particularly
important to them as they couldn‘t
get a gig there in their old club days
in Lexington as Radio Cafe.

raciously answering
questions over Mexican
food at a Mid—town res—
taurant, the Horses (Kiya

Heartwood, Kopana Terry, Jon
Durno and Brian Bonhomme) proved
to be thoughtful, funny and a curious
mix of styles, backgrounds and
personalities.

On stage, Heartwood (center) bounces around like a teen—aged, garage band stomper discovering for the first time what
IT! really feels like. photo by Kelly K. Craig
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Heartwood, the main songwriter

and lead vocalist/rhythm guitarist,

and Terry (drums and background

vocals) are from the Lexington area,

while Durno (bass) and Bonhomme

(guitar) are both from the London,

England area. Asked how the

Kentucky girls hooked up with the

rock and roll Brits, Heartwood

‘jokingly said that "they were hitch—

hiking." Manager Richard Sarbin

(partner with Sounds Unreel‘s Jon

Hornyak in NoSo Management)

volunteered that he managed them

(Durno and Bonhomme) also and

they simply needed a gig. Heart—

wood went on to explain how they all

liked the same kind of music even

though they were from different

backgrounds. More importantly,

though, each has strengths which

complement each other.

Heartwood, easily the most

gregarious of the four, acted as

spokesperson for the band and it is

she who is center stage when they

perform. While their album is

clearly rock, it is virtually laid back

compared to their stage show.
Frenetically riding her acoustic

guitar during the vocal breaks,

Heartwood bounces around the stage

like a teen—aged, garage band

stomper discovering for the first time

what IT! (to borrow Kerouac‘s all—en—

compassing phrase) really feels like.

Terry, who quietly and pointedly

kept Heartwood‘s exuberancein line

during the interview, comes alive

behind her drums. Smashing and

slashing — she can drive a rock band

and not miss a note of the support

vocals. Durno and Bonhomme stand

to either side, almost studiously

laying down the bass beat or the

guitar, stepping to the mike for

harmony. And Bonhomme will glide

forward and his guitar will
scream the line out while Heartwood

bounces from one side of the stage to

the other ‘til he brings it back around

and she is again at the mike for the
next lyric.

And it is the lyrics that will make

you listen to Stealin‘ Horses twice.

Heartwood graduated with a degree

in creative writing from the Univ. of

Ky.—Lexington, but her lyrics are not

ivory tower polemics. She writes

literate, well—crafted songs about

people (sometimes herself) and the

situations they find themselves in.

American wild—west and southern

 
Stealin‘ Horses, with their favorite magazine, prior to their performance at the

Memphis Star birthday party. From left are, Jon Durno, Kopana Terry, Kiya

Heartwood and Brian Bonhomme.

small—town images populate her

songs. (See review, Memphis Star,
Aug. 1988.)

3 eartwood attributes such

mages to two basic fea—

ures: a love of American

ndian philosophy and

her rural experiences. She was born

in Nashville, but raised in Middle—

town, a small town right outside of

Louisville, and spent a lot of time at

her rural grandparents‘ house. She

now says simply that "I don‘t like

cities and I‘d rather be someplace

where there aren‘t any." Over the

years she‘s developed "a way of

looking at the South." It‘s only been

over the last five or six years that

she‘d even admit to appreciating

country music. She grew up

listening to rock and roll and trying

  

to escape country. Now she says,

"If I was something else besides a

musician, I‘m sure I‘d be a farmer."

She was somethingof a farmer at

one time. Stealin‘ Horses had scored

a production deal which allowed

them to record an EP (that would

eventually lead to the Arista

contract). Since the deal didn‘t

actually pay them a salary,

photo by Harold Quick

Heartwood and Terry rented a farm

outside of Terry‘s hometown of West

Liberty. A town of about 2,000, West

Liberty lies on the Licking River in

eastern Kentucky and comes straight

out of Coal Miner‘s Daughter. It is

traditionally an economically

depressed farming area. They lived

there for about a year and had a %

acre garden. "That‘s how we ate,"

Heartwood says. To which Terry

deadpans, "except that we planted

the peas too late. They burned up."

"Walkaway," the song that got

Memphis dancing, came from the

West Liberty period. Written in the

first person (but not about

Heartwood per se), it‘s a story, much

like the movie Places In The Heart,

about a woman trying singlehan—

dedly to run the family farm. Being

turned down for a loan, she defiantly

says, "The bank won‘t run me/Like

they run this town." Bassist Durno

says, "It‘s my favorite song." "Turn—

around," the first single ("a testi—

fying kind of song. . . a good song, but

not a hit," Heartwood says) echoes

those feelings in a more personal
sense.

f cont. page48
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—GRAMMY. NEWS—£4)—

On behalf of the National

Academy of Recording Arts and

Sciences, Inc., Academy President

Mike Greene recently presented the

President‘s Merit Award to

legendary drummer Buddy Rich,

who died April 2. The presentation to

his daughter, singer Kathy Rich, was

made last month during an evening

of jazz in tribute to Rich at New

York‘s Carnegie Hall.

In the NARAS tribute, Academy

President Greene described Rich as a

"master showman/bandleader and

an artistically creative force in jazz

and big band music."

recording industry. Three grants of

up to $5,000 each will be announced

by the NARAS National Education

Committee on January 1, 1989.

Greene advises that non—profit

organizations should mark applica—

tions to Grant Program; individuals‘

applications should be directed to

Research Opportunity Program.

They should. be mailed to NARAS,

303 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Suite 140M,

Burbank, CA 91502—1178.

Applications must be post—marked

no later than Sept. 1, 1988.

Recipients of cash grants for

research opportunities this year

included the Colorado New Music

Association, Denver, for a recording

of avant garde music using a holo—

phonic microphone system in a train

station. New York City country

music chronicler Dorothy Horstman,

author of "Sing Your Heart Out,

Country Boy," for aid in researching

a new encyclopedia of country songs

(to be published by Greenwood Press,

Westport, Conn.), tracing the

commercial and social history of

country music from the time of the

The Recording Academy‘s

Presidential Merit Award, Greene

said, acknowledges publicly the art

and commitment that was Buddy

Rich‘s "lifetime of musical innovation

and personal inspiration."

Mike Green also recently

announced the Academy‘s 1989

program of grants, providing

research opportunities in the

creative and technical aspects of the

 

 

  

   

   

   

  

    

   

 

WeAre

The Grammy Awards

And Much More

l

  

If You‘re Part Of

The Recording Industry . . .

We‘d like to invite you tojoin‘ P~
the Memphis Chapter of the | Please send me more info about joining NARAS:

National Academy of Record—
 

 

 

 

I

3 I

ing Arts and Sciences. x=": =

= Address |

Our Active members vote for | City I

the Grammy winners, and I f I

along with our Associate (non— I State Zip I

voting) members we‘re helping | NARAS I

to create Tomorrow’s Music l P.O. Box 41072 e Memphis, TN 38174—1072 l

Industry today. I (901) 794—8539 I

 
Bose wane woe noon nom roo namcon one come home hme hom mes cos came meme

  

 

Civil War through 1986, and Texas

Folk Life Resources, to assist Austin,

Texas, producers Martha Hartzog,

Tary Owens and Paul Congo with

post—production on their video,

"Texas Blues Reunion," recognizing

the music and musicians of the 1950s

and ‘60s on Austin‘s famed East 11th

Street musical center.

Inquiries regarding the 1989

NARAS grants may be directed to

the Education Department of the

Academy at (213) 849—1313.

The first of a regular series of

meetings between the National

Academy of Recording Arts &

Sciences, and the National Associ—

ation of Recording Merchandisers

(NARM) took place last month in Los

Angeles. f

Topics discussed included the

problems of censorship in the music

industry, with particular attention

paid to the recent arrest of an

Alabama retailer for selling alleged

"pornographic" audio cassettes, and

the new Child Protection and

Obscenity Enforcement Act

currently before Congress.

In addition to discussions regard—

ing the annual Grammy merchan—

dising campaigns, Recording

Academy President Michael Greene

revealed plans for NARAS‘ greater

impact on retail and radio segments

of the music industry and the involve—

ment of NARM with some of the

Recording Academy‘s initiatives in

areas of education and the possi—

bility of launching a combined

industry—wide campaign to improve

the profile of the recording industry

to the public.

The Memphis Chapter of NARAS

welcomes the following new

members: Nancy Apple—Sides,

Michael Strickland, Richard Rew,

Ray Benson, David Sanger, John

Corbin, William Carlton, Michael

Stephens and Oris Mays.

The September meeting will be

held at 5:30 p.m. on the 6th in the 5th

floor auditorium of the Media

General Building. For additional

information on NARAS please call

Executive Director Deborah Camp

at (901) 794—8539. *
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Daryl Hall (left, and below

left) and John Oates brought

their blue—eyed soul show to

| Mud Island, August 9. In

addition to older hits such as

"Kiss On My List" and "Out of

Touch," they performed cuts

off their new LP, Ooh Yeah!,

the first album they‘ve done

together in three years.
photos by Kelly K. Craig

 

  

 

 

 

 

Annual Counterfest

party and ball set

Sept. 3—5 at Sunset Cafe

The fourth annual Counterfest

party and ball will be held this

coming Labor Day weekend (Sept.

3—5) at the Sunset Cafe (at the foot

of Union Ave. on the cobblestones).

Musical entertainment will be

provided by the following per—

formers: The Panther Burns, K—9

Arts, The Randy Band, Corn For

Texture, The Marylins, Pump

Action Retards, The Hellcats,
Linda Heck, The Country
Rockers, and the Bum Notes.

Local artists will also have work

on display, and refreshments will

be available. The Counterfest is a

celebration of Memphis area‘
artists and performers that are
considered to be outside of the
mainstream of the city‘s art and
music community, and. was
formerly held the last weekend of
May. Festivities will begin at 3
p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 4. A $5 per
person admission will be charged
for the entire event. Only persons
21 years of age and over will be
admitted. x

  

  

  

 

Association of

the Mid—South (CMA

for info call

 

N

    

  
M.O.M.‘S

SOUND, LIGHTING,

and ENTERTAINMENT
   

 

    Steve Shanks

Greg Pressler

Pat Thomasson

529—8840

Mike Glenn

525—8979   

    

 

   
323 Beale Street, Suite 2000

Memphis, TN 38103

   

 

 

  

=p %
MeSama
Rmasse Complete

”€5==ri
WORLD Newspaper

and
Magazine
Service

124 Monroe
(Across from NBC Bank)

523—9970
Maurice Hammett, Owner
Out—Of—Town & Local Newspapers

Magazines & Paperbacks
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VOICE CARE:

The Art of

Communication. ..

The Science of

Medicine. . .

 

by William Hinkle, Ph.D.; Joe!

Kahane, Ph.D.; Jerold Teachey,

D.M.A.; Neal Beckford, M.D.
 

Serious vocalists are very sensi—

tive about their voice. Voice prob—

lems are complex and keeping the

voice in good shape is often a

challenge. In order to help their

readers become more acquainted

with the causes and treatment of

voice related problems, the staff of

the Memphis Star and the Memphis

Voice Care Center will be featuring a

column that addresses medical and

technical problems common to
vocalists.

The Memphis Voice Care Center is

a specialty clinic that specializes in

voice care for the serious vocalist.

Its staff of medical voice specialists,

speech pathologists and professional

voice coaches are able to give

vocalists a multifaceted approach to

their particular voice problem.

Together, the Memphis Star and the

Memphis Voice Care Center hope to

educate the music community about

good vocal hygiene so that common

problems can be identified early or

avoided entirely.

As quiet as it‘s kept, the voicebox

(or larynx) is an instrument. Just like

any other instrument, pleasant

sounds are produced only when the

player is talented and the instrument

is in great shape. Unfortunately, if

you develop voice problems, you can‘t

go down to your local music shop and

buy a new string, change some pads

or send it out for repair. Voice pro—

duction is a complex event and

requires that a number of body‘s sys—

tems be in good working order.

A small problem in one area can

cause significant changes in the

quality of the voice produced. Dis—

covering what the problem is can be

tough and what to do about it, even

tougher. Medical science has come a

long way in the diagnosis and treat—

ment of voice problems. These ad—

vances, combined with the expertise —

of skilled vocal coaches and speech

pathologists have helped vocalists

address many of these problems and

keep their voices in the best shape

possible.

Voice production can be broken

down into three basic phases, not un—

like any other instrument. Let‘s use a

saxophone as an example. First, you

need power to produce the sound.

The lungs can usually generate all

the power that you need to create a

strong voice or a good saxophone

tone. A pleasing, musical voice, how—

ever; requires not only lung power,

but control. Lack of breath control

can make a potentially good voice un—

pleasant in either case.

Secondly, one needs a sound

generator. With a saxophone, it‘s the

reed and mouthpiece. For voice, it‘s

the vocal cords. The vocal cords are

set into vibration by the air from the

lungs and form the foundation for

what we know as voice. By =

themselves, vibrating vocal cords

don‘t sound like much. They pro—

duce sounds similar to the mouth—

piece without the saxophone —

buzzzzz.

That sound is then shaped by the

rest of the vocal tract, which includes

the throat, mouth, nose, lips and —

sinuses. This vocal tract would be

comparable to the body of the

saxophone. By changing certain

aspects of that vocal tract, you can

achieve certain tonal qualities and

characteristics. Mechanically, it‘s

not as simple as changing the tension

of your embouchure or pressing

certain keys, but the analogy is close

enough to get the point across. It‘s

only through the combination of

these three phases that good voice

production is possible. Problems in

any of these phases can substantially

affect vocal quality.

Performers will often come to the

vocal care specialist with specific

vocal complaints and questions about

the care of their voice. Your

questions and comments regarding

this column are welcomed. We will

try to address as many of your

concerns as possible in each issue.

For example:

When the weather changes, Iget a lot of :
sinus drainage and it affe ‘s my voice. —
How can I prevent th.;

Nasal congestion and post—nasal
drip after a change in season is

— usually a sign of some sort of allergy.
Ragweed, pollen, certain grasses all
cause these symptoms in some
individuals at certain times of the
year. —The voice is affected in
different ways. First, the constant
post—nasal drainage goes into the
larynx and irritates the vocal cords.
That irritation causes the vocal cords
to swell and changes the quality of
the sound produced.
Secondly, nasal congestion

— prevents the sinus cavities from
resonating properly which also
affects vocal character. A full
allergy work—up may be necessary to
determine what you‘re allergic to.
Treatment may include prescription
medication and/or allergy shots.
You must be sure to keep your physi—
cian aware of the effects of the treat—
ment on your voice. Antihistamine
and decongestant medications may
have a drying effecton the vocal tract
which may be equally as disturbing
as the sinus drainage. Numerous
other approaches are available to
help deal with this problem.

What effect does passive smokinghave
on the vocal cords?

The final word is not in yet on the
effects of passive smoking in the
vocal tract. However, some infor—
mation about active smoking may be
useful. Inhaling cigarette smoke
dries the mucous membranes of the
vocal cords and promotes swelling.
These changes prevent the vocal
cords from vibrating as evenly as
they should, resulting in a hoarse
quality in the voice.
Continued exposure to cigarette

smoke will change the texture of
these mucous membranes, making
them tough and sometimes gritty.
Long term exposure can lead to
cancer of the vocal cords and
surrounding structures. In addi—
tion, development of emphysema and
other chronic lung ailments can
decrease the lungs‘ ability to support
the voice, thus compromising your
ability to sing. *

The Voice Care column invites your
questions and/or comments. Please
address inquiries to: Voice Care, 643
S. Highland, Memphis, TN 38111.
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Tra la la —

or why are you

reading this and

not studying?

A back to school

survival guide

 

 

by Cheryl Denise Wolder
 

~ Well, it‘s back—to—school time.

Aren‘t you excited?

But, seriously, the challenge of

conquering new worlds of ideas, the

thrills of finding enough hours in the —

day to research and write all those

reports teachers so dearly love to

assign——now, tell the truth, isn‘t your

heart beating just a tad bit faster?

What‘s that you say? It‘ll drive you

mad? You‘ll never graduate? You‘ll

grow old trying to figure out what

Nietzsche meant, why he bothered

and will you care five years from

now?

In the immortal words of a great

science fiction novel, "Don‘t panic."

Just when you feel your mind

slipping away, remember the theatre

departments of your local colleges

and go see a play, acted by people

whose minds passed slipping long

ago and entered a higher plane.

Wasn‘t it the Greeks who said acting

is a divine madness? Therefore, my

prematurely world—weary .friend,

play—going is just what you need to

lift you out of yourself, to experience

something rare and beautiful. Thea—

tre is a communal experience of the

highest order.

At Memphis StateUniversity, the

season opens with the tragic—comedy

Tales From Hollywood, directed by

Ken McCullough, which will run Oct.

6—15. Also, rumor has it, in January

sometime, the ACTER troupe, made

up of Shakespearean actors from

England, will be returning. If so,

don‘t miss them. Not only will you

learn something, you‘ll get to see

some very impressive performances.

Over at Shelby State, there will be .

. .well, I wish I could tell you, but the

director is out of town and nobody

else knows. But there WILL BE

SOMETHING there to soothe your

ever—shattering psyche.

At Lemoyne—Owen, they «are

waiting for funding. If they get it,

they hope to open their season with a

presentation of the Broadway smash,

Ma Rainey‘s Black Bottom. Every—

thing in theatre hinges on funding,

which is why your support as

audience members is so crucial.

And at Rhodes‘ McCoy Theatre,

open auditions will be held Aug. 30,

31 for Eudora Welty‘s The Robber

Bridegroom, and Sept. 1,2 for Arthur

Miller‘s All My Sons. The Robber

Bridegroom opens Oct. 21, and All

My Sons opens Oct. 28, after which.

both shows will run in repertory until

Nov. 19. ¢

So, keep a list of shows in your _

loose—leaf notebook, and just before

you go crazy, go to the theatre

instead.

See you there. *
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On a sultry August evening, three associates
prowled the streets (and alleys) of Memphis, pencils
and notepads in hand, ready to record the discovery of
original Memphis music. The following article is not
meant to generalize or overlook those valuable contri—
butions made by those who were not visible this partic—
ular night. It is, however, intended to estimate the
variety of original music available in Memphis on a
given Saturday night, which may or may not be indica—
tive of a larger trend.

In Search Of. . .

. .. Original Memphis Music

  

    

 

Group Therapy (Ken Woodley, left, and Greg Gardner)

perform their eclectic intelligentsia dance—rock at venues

such as Court Square Cafe and Antenna Club.

 

 

by Helen Wheels + a “l 

ur search began south _
of downtown at the |
South End, which we _
found after backing _

& through a red light |
There a largely tie—dyed, college_
aged crowd listened to Beanland .
from Oxford, Miss. Basically a _
melodic version of a southern pop
rock band, they performed a classie
Dylan that was just as unintelligible
but more musical, than the original.
Even though the band is from
Mississippi, a Memphis influence is
evident in their performance, most 1

 

 

notably in the keyboards.
The South End, located on the

corner of Calhoun and S. Front, lists
a band roster that changes little from
week to week. Kaya and the Weldors,
the Silvertones and Richard Cushing _
are among those who appear semi _
regularly. It is a medium—sized _
venue that is reminiscent of a
warehouse. At 10 p.m., many tables
were already filled, and the lack of
air conditioning (and the recent
painting over of their legendary
bathroom graffitti) did not seem to
discourage the regular patrons. é
I.D.‘s are required — we were thrilled |
to death — they carded us with |
straight faces.
The search continued on Beale _

Street. A welcome return is .
Lafayette‘s Corner, where ¥B
Normal entertained a capacity
crowd with their version ofnew wave —
rock. They could be just any other. |
young band in Memphis except for _
their superb musicality and their
unusual percussion. The bongos give _
these coed pleasers a touch of the _
unique in the reggae vein. Although_
none was heard (and hearing, or|
more precisely, comprehensum, was _
difficult with over—sized sound for the _
under—sized club), YB Normal does _
have some original material. a

Lafayette‘s seems to be back with a
vengeance, with live music every
weekend and a Wednesday song—
writers‘ night. (There‘s a fifty dollar _
prize so dust—off the old lead sheets _
and get down there. That‘s enough
beer bust cash for at least a month!)

 

own the street at the
Omni—New Daisy was an |
all—ages show featuring.
hard—rock bands Deseck _

{whose pyrotechnics are better than _
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| their vocals) and Fire Choir. Mike

|_ Glenn operates the Heale Street spot

asa rental facility and reinstated the

all—ages shows several months ago.

_ "There was a market for kids who

| ean‘t go to night clubs. The shows

‘ start at 8 p.m. and they are over by

|_ 11:80, so there‘s no problem with the

_ eurfew," Glenn explained. He also

_ said that young people come to hear

‘_ the original music that can‘t be found

. at some of Memphis‘ hot spots.

___ in order to buy alcohol during an

_ all—ages show, individuals must have

| a valid ID (they waved us through

_ without hesitation). At other times,

| an ID. is necessary for entrance.

‘ Most of the teen audience admitted

_ that their parents knew where they

|_ were and were unconcerned.

_ FKenisha Harper, 16, "loves" the all—

_ ages show. Scott Sitzes, 22, of
_ Southaven, felt that more Memphis

|_ musie houses should hold these type

_shows because it gives younger

|_ people an opportunity to "get out and
_ hear good music."

|_ _ It appeared that most of the FireChoir‘s hard rock sound is frequently heard at all—

|patrons were more concerned with ages shows at the Omni—New Daisy.
_ the angle of their cigarettes and the photo by Kelly K. Craig
|_ deeibel level of the performing D2NO$ Limeum

| than quality, and the staff detec—

— tives could not discern any of the

|_ music as original. Several people we

_ spoked with expressed a desire for

| more nationally—known acts, rather

L than the local bands, and allowed as

_ how they would attend these shows,

_ even if they were not old enough to

_ attend.

__ Next door Proud Mary‘s has under—

| gone a format change and offers a

_ different type of rock‘n‘roll geared to

_ an older audience with greater pur—

. ehasing power. Original Memphis
| music is the order of the day (or

| night) and offers a much—needed

|venue for a lot of the bands who don‘t

_ have a place to play, in the wake of

. Overton Square‘s recent, er, collapse.

_ Proud Mary‘s is staging the music

‘_ that is not the type that the Eagle—103

. is playing. Glenn did express some

| eoncern over the format change at

_ the now—defunct Rock 98, because

| "they were such in tune with what we

_ were doing here," but on an

| optimistic note added that "103 is

| ceoming around."

David Kurtz, Ronnie Guilbeau,

and Human Radio are just a few of

the Memphis musicians Proud

cont. page 52

 

 

   

   

  

  

 

     
   

 

 

  
Jimmy Davis (left) and Junction

(John Scott, Tommy Burroughs,

David Cochran and Chad Crom—

well) still appear at local spots such

as Night Moves.
photo by Kelly K. Craig
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—If You NEED ProfessionalT= by Emily A. Dunbar

It has been brought to my atten—
tion that there are still those few un—

 

 

* fortunate souls among our reader— f
BIO Sheets ® SpeeChes ship who are still totally oblivious to H

the existence of this column. What a
BrOChureS ® Letters pity. Fear not, though, ye faithful

o a who turn immediately to these
Resumes JOb counsellng hallowed pages. The ignorant have

all been pre—nominated for the
Captain Oblivion Space Cadet

aP o Award in this year‘s Memphis Star
'—_We wnte and My” fate Reader‘s Poll. Time does indeed
  

 

F Y wound all heels. Regular readers —
; my hearty thanks for your loyalty

or ou and sincere hopes that you will tell all &
your friends about the Finer Side.
And while you‘re at it, please tell my
boss that yours truly, Emily A., is

worth more than she‘s being paid
(901) 327—2225 (put it on a postcard, if you would

3830 Allandale please):

"For All Your Writing Needs"
 

So much to tell, so little space!
September‘s best bet is jazz trum—
peter Wynton Marsalis‘ Sept. 9th
appearance at the New Daisy
Theatre. Presented by the LJ.S.
World Class Jazz Series, Marsalis
will perform two shows, 8:00 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m., as well as a free clinic
at Shelby State Community College
for inner city youth. The workshop is
sponsored by Shelby State and CoDe
North, an antipoverty organization
in the Greenlaw area.

Marsalis, 26, is the recipient of 7
Grammy awards, and his latest
album, Live At Blues Alley (Chicago),
is receiving widespread critical
acclaim. Tickets for this concert are
$15.00, available at all Ticket Hub
outlets and Sears stores.
The Peabody Hotel will play host to

the Jim Johnson Orchestra Saturday,
Sept. 3 in the Skyway. The $88 per 4h
couple includes a spectacular ;
gourmet meal. You will,
unfortunately, have to provide your
own dance/conversational partner.

 
 
  

    

 

Pearl Bailey

(llm¥n(flusv

  

  

   Leonard Bernstein

a &

Joe Williams

 

   

It‘s classical and contemporary, the brilliance of music in America. For reservations, pleas? cal} 529—
It‘s the most exciting new directions in Theatre, Dance, Literature and 4183. That same evening, in the

Film, with incisive commentary by expert reviewers. Memphis Ballroom, 6_OS balladegr
On FM 91 Monday — Friday, 12:00—2:00 p.m. Gary Puckett and his band will

s F perform favorites from a mellower

Underwritten in CHRYSLER . time. The concert begins at 8 p.m.
eet why fifl'flL s f s and tickets are $8. 
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Joyce Cobb and the Victims of

Circumstance (featuring August

cover—boy Peter Hyrka) will close out

the Peabody‘s Anniversary weekend

Sunday, Sept. 4 with a party at

Mallard‘s from 8— midnight. There is

a $2 cover and shoes are required.

From Opera Memphis, we hear

that it‘s not too late to subscribe for

the 1988—89 season. Benefits of sub—

scribing, as opposed to single ticket

sales, include choice seating, pre—

opera dinners and after—performance

parties, newsletters and special

events invitations. All this, plus 33%

savings off single ticket prices. Call

454—3975 for ticket orders. The

company‘s season opens Oct. 27 with

Verdi‘s triumphant La Traviata per—

formed in Italian with English

— subtitles.

The Germantown Community

Chorus recently performed British

composer John Rutter‘s Requiem.

The performance, held Aug. 28 at St.

Mary‘s Cathedral, was recorded for

posterity and possible future broad—

cast by WKNO. Chorus spokes—

person Kathy Foley relates that the

chorus is currently making a tran—

sition to full—chorus status, with a

company which hopes to eventually

compare with the Symphony Chorus.

Their next performance will be a

fund—raiser Oct. 8 at the Kirby

Farmhouse, 6792 Poplar Pike. For

additional information, please call

Ms. Foley at 754—7517.

The Orpheum Theatre will open its

1988—89 Broadway series with,

appropriately, On Broadway. An

exciting montage of favorite

Broadway show tunes and dances,

the program stars Lucie Arnaz,

Della Reese and Maureen McGovern.

Tickets for the Sept. 16—18 run will go

on sale Sept. 1.

Memphis Concert Ballet

announces its 1988—89 season, which

will commence Oct. 22. Their sched—

ule includes Autumn Turns, the

much—loved Nutcracker, and I Could

Have Danced All Night. Subscrip—

tions for this season are available by

calling 763—0139.

SYMPHONY NOTES

The Memphis Symphony

Orchestra is still going strong with

its "Prelude To Greatness"

campaign. The campaign seeks to

raise funds to support the Sym—

phony‘s various activities within the

community, including the Human

Development concert program. As

part of the campaign, they are

raffling off a stunning five carat

diamond ring. Chances are $100,

which is tax—deductible. Contact the

Symphony office by calling 323—09983.

 

Grammy award winner Wynton

Marsalis will put on two shows at the

Omni—New Daisy Sept. 9.

An interesting fact about our

Symphony — during the 1987—88

season, Symphony musicians per—

formed for 847 separate audiences.

Their total number of performances

five years ago was less than 100. This

— phenomenal growth would not be

possible without the support of the

community. While other fine arts

companies are folding right and left

throughout the country, it is a note—

worthy point that Memphis

continues to back our fine Symphony.

Keep it up!

 

THEATRE

Memphis State University — season

opens Oct. 6 with Tales From

Hollywood — a tragicomedy that deals

with the German intellectual and

artistic exiles in Hollywood from the

rise of Hitler to the communist

purges in the 1950s. 678—3975.

Playhouse on the Square — Man of

La Mancha — Adventurous tale based

on Cervantes‘ novel. Sept. 1—80. 726—

4656. $

Circuit Playhouse — Macbett —

Ionesco‘s ironic parody of the

Shakespearean tale. Sept. 2 — 25.

726—5521.

Germantown Community Theatre

— Do Black Patent Leather Shoes

Really Reflect Up? Students explore

the problems of growing up. .754— . . .

2680.

Gaslight Dinner Theatre — I Love

You . . . And Now The News — Sept. 1—

18. A new romantic comedy about

TV news reporters from competing

stations.

Theatre Memphis — Kismet —

Enchanting musical set in Baghdad.

See Memphis Star Aug. 1988.

For a closer look at what colleges

are presenting this fall onstage, see

Cheryl Wolder‘s accompanying

article on page 13.

POST SCRIPT

Just a personal note: the arts in

Memphis have always been

supported by a stalwart batch of

devotees, whose unflagging devotion

has guaranteed such wonderful

events as the Sunset Symphony, the

Symphony in the Gardens, the

hosting of special events such as the

Metropolitan Opera, Mikhail

Baryshnikov, Peter Martins,

myriads of Broadway performances

as well as our own hometown players,

dancers and singers. Please consider

adding your support, to ensure that

we don‘t lose any of the cultural

events which help to make this a

great city.

It has also been brought to my

attention that in last month‘s column,

the box office phone number for

Circuit Playhouse was incorrect.

The correct number, as listed above,

is 726—5521.

Wave to me up in the cheap seats! *
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Memphis Star

7th Birthday Party

Thank you!

Thank you!!

Thank you!!!

 

The 7th Memphis Star Birthday

Party Benefit was a BIG party!

Thanks to the more than 600 people

who attended (those who played and

those who payed) for coming out to

raise money and awareness for

Multiple Sclerosis. There are a lot of

people to thank and I hope I don‘t

miss anyone.
To MIKE GLENN and the staff of

the New Daisy and Proud Mary‘s —

thanks for the location and cooper—

ation above and beyond a "typical

benefit." The sound company —

MOMS SOUND, who provided

everything we needed to look and

sound GREAT. Special thanks to

 

Steve Shanks, Greg Pressler and Pat

Thomasson from MOM‘s. BERNIE

BERNIL was production coordi—

nator and we‘re in debt to him for life

for making it all work. Stage gear

was provided by STRINGS AND

THINGS (Proud Mary‘s stage) and

ROBERT HALL‘S DRUM SHOP

and YARBROUGH‘S MUSIC on the

New Daisy stage. Thanks so much

for making it easier to make music.

Also to our extra volunteer engineers

Tim Lawrence and Mike Stark.

The EAGLE WEGR 103 deserves

a round of applause for a hell of a job

promoting the event (thanks for all

Star staff

masterminds Sandy Heiss,

Jim Santoro, Susan Hesson and Cara McCastlain

pause for a photo.
photos by Kelly K. Craig  

 

the compliments about the mag, too).

All the jocks were cooperative, but

Zeke "The Animal" Logan and pro—

motions director Myra Feinberg

bent over backwards and stood on

their heads the night of the party. I

love ya‘ll.

DENNIS BROOKS, our co—

producer, and the staff from Multiple

Sclerosis were an integral part of the

event. Take a bow. Also thanks to

D. CANALE for the donation that

made our musicians happier — beer.

Thanks to POP TUNES for the

giveaway goodies. Thanks to

CYNDY CLANTON for designing

the Memphis Star lobby exhibit.

 

  
Ronnie Guilbeau (left) and his

band rocked Proud Mary‘s.
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Thanks to Mark Novarese for

keeping me sane.

Don‘t forget the rest of the STAR

STAFF who helped in so many ways,

especially Susan Hesson, Hal Quick

and Jim Palmer for graphic work.

Thanks to the bands‘ support team

for allowing their groups to play for

no pay —— Jon Hornyak and Sounds

Unreel, Larry McKeehan and Star

Stage, Steve Hauth and Power

House, Steve Shanks and Mike

Glenn.

And MOST OF ALL —— thanks to

the bands and their management for

giving their time and talent.

KLAUDIA KROBOTH AND RICO

and friends dropped by wish the

Star happy birthday.

Richard Orange‘s

all—original set

inspired the crowd to

Cate Ra

HEARD (a wonderfully interesting

duo) BILL BEATY AND THE

WHO DOGS (fun, fun, fun rocka—

billy pop) DAVID KURTZ AND

HIS BAND (a talented band backing

one of Memphis‘ finest songwriters),

RONNIE GUILBEAU (up and

coming Nashville roots rocker who

debuted his band at the party),

RICHARD ORANGE AND CRUSH

(see Star Tracks, Aug. 1988, think

TALENTED), REANCE (bet on this

dance rock group), HUMAN RADIO

(superlatives — any you can think of),

CAFE RACERS (hot rock and the

reason I‘m a "Racer Chaser"),

STEALIN‘ HORSES (@a GREAT

 

band from Kentucky — see page 8),

and AMBER (the guys who closed

the show with their original arena

rock set —— it was worth waiting for

and I‘m sorry all you late night

wimps missed it).

The Jam was called off because we

got so far behind schedule (as usual),

but thanks to all the other musicians

who came to pay their respects to the

Memphis Star‘s finest party. If it gets

any bigger, we‘ll have to rent the

Coliseum (just kidding). From the

bottom of my heart and what mind I

have left, THANK YOU!!! — Anna

Cham, Party Chairman.

 

~.% Kevin Dougher

(left) and Ken Houston

mug for the camera while an

unidentified guest looks on.
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HERMAN

GREEN =~ from the Green Machine to "Fusion"Rock

 

 
by Tim O‘Shea 

erman Green has
become the paternal
guardian of jazz in the
clty Born in Memphis
in May 1930, the child

of a muswal family, Green was
surrounded by jazz and the blues
since day one. His father, Herman
Washington, was one of the original
jazz performers. Washington played
in a band called Professor Hubbard
and the Low—Down Hounds until his
death in 1932. Attending Florida
Elementary School in Memphis,
Green began to take an interest in the
saxophone, and after graduating
from Booker T. Washington High
School in 1948, Herman and his saxo—
phone began entertaining people all
over town.

In 1950 he joined Charles A. Taylor
and the Brown Skin Models, and
began working the east coast. The
‘50s found Green in the whirling

dervish of New York City‘s limelight,
playing in all of the jazz and supper
clubs. He joined the Lionel Hampton
Band in 1958 and performed in
concert at the prestigious Carnegie
Hall. The band toured the U.S. for
the next two years, recording and
playing the club circuit.
He was to remain on the east coast

for over twenty years before coming
home to Memphis to stay. Green
found the prevalent attitudes most
disconcerting. "It was a drastic
change," says Green. "Memphis
wasn‘t such a wide—open town, more
conservative than I‘d remembered."

 

e decided it was time for
his own band and, in

11967, formed the original
Herman Green Quintet

with Eddie Dandridge, Micky
Gregory, Jimmy Brown and Juanita
Reddick. Their first gig was at the
Music Box at 2nd and Beale. His wife
at the time, Sherry Green, would sing
with them in place of Reddick at the
Living Room, another local jazz,
emporium. Through 1972 the
Quintet was to play many clubs and
dinner theatres, like Pierre‘s and the
Black Fox.
A second quintet was formed with

new members James Williams,
Sylvester Sample, James "Sticks"
Baker, and Bill Mobley. Both bands
were available to him and he used
members of each when he needed
someone to fill in for an absent
performer. Green would go through
the roster like a coach and pick the
best player for a given performance.
The interchangeable musicians
became legend — a fine—tuned appar—
atus with many separate parts.

"That‘s why we had to change the
name of the band to the Green
Machine," admits Green. You can‘t
have a band with ten or fifteen
musicians and call it a quintet. What
you have is a music machine, the
Green Machine. Today there are over
twenty artists on the Machine‘s
roster. Each one is one of the finest
musicians in the world.
As Green‘s notoriety grew, he was

invited to lecture at LeMoyne—Owen
college. His years of experience as a
working jazz musician were
invaluable as a source of knowledge.
In 1978, he became the Head of Jazz
Studies at the college. Today, he
teaches a full curriculum for the jazz
major, including Jazz History, Jazz
Performance, Jazz Ensemble, and of
course, Basics of Jazz.

 

From 1983 to 1985, Green
performed his original jazz compo—
sitions at Club Handy on Beale and
directed the house band. This is in
addition to his work with LeMoyne—
Owen and the Green Machine. His
professional ardor seems at times to
be obsessive, yet he never seems
strained. There is always another
project, another goal. At the age of
57, he did the only natural thing, if
you‘re Herman Green. He joined a
rock and roll band.

he new group — Free—
world — began last year
when longtime Beale

aJ acquaintances Richard
Cushmg and Willy Waldman got
together with Green to form a
"fusion" band. Says Waldman, "The
band got together because we all
played on Beale and got tired of not
making money." They teamed up
with Clinton Goodwin, a relatively
inexperienced guitarist with a gifted
feel for the lead guitar, and Chuck
Fields, formerly of the Memphis
State University Marching
Band. Waldman had marched with
his trumpet in that same band with
Fields, and recognized his potential.
When they were all standing still
together, it became magic.

The credo of Freeworld is the
extreme diversity of styles repre—
sented by their performance. As
Waldman puts it, "We play every—
thing from Miles Davis to the Grate—
ful Dead!" Richard Cushing was in
the late Moonlight Syncopators, a
band that reached some prominence
locally before calling it quits a while
back. Under Green‘s experienced
direction, Freeworld has grown into
a tight—knit performing monster,
with arrangements of cover and
original songs that will leave you
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reeling. Power and perfection are

their hallmarks, and a live per—

formance becomes a real experience

at their hands.

Part of that excellent sound is due

to the workings of Vince Pratt and

Dave Aron, the sound technicians for

Freeworld. Pratt handles staging

and also plays rhythm guitar. Aron

is the maestro at the mixing console,

and since his arrival, the band has

never sounded better. A smooth

control of the power generated by the

musicians on stage is essential to a

good performance, and Dave Aron is

the smoothest. His arrival also

heralded the coming of the Quad—PA,

or "surround—sound." As in a movie

theatre when the sound seems to

wash over you and around you, the

Quad—PA uses a joystick control to

fade from speaker to speaker. The

effect is impressive. Aron is most

recently of Sun Studio employ, where

he worked with U2 during their

Memphis sojourn.

erman Green and Free—

] world were the featured

performers and the July

Beale Street Ensemble

Theatre benefit concerts. Their all—

jazz and original compositions

capped off a salute to Duke Ellington,

with proceeds benefiting BESET.

Freeworld and Herman Green can be

seen every Sunday night at RP.

Tracks, near M.S.U. Green can also

be seen at the South End, downdown.

   

  

Herman Green and the Green

Machine will be the featured per—

formers at a jazz benefit to be held for

the Memphis Zoo, Sept. 10. The

affair is black—tie and all proceeds go

towards restoring the zoo‘s former

grandeur. Please call the Park

Commission (454—5759) or the Zoo

(726—4775) for details and ticket

information.

Meanwhile, Freeworld is

recording tracks at Memphis Sound

Productions on Beale, and the band

hopes to finish their first album with—

in the next couple of months. The all—

original work is expected to continue

the fusion ideal, blending jazz and

rock in Freeworld‘s unique style.

With their patent blend of youthful

energy and the tempered exuberance

of ~Green‘s many years in the

business, this group could be the next

big thing to come out of Memphis. x

 

 

Jazz professor, leader of the Green Machine, fusion

rocker and paternal guardian of Memphis jazz,

Herman Green at Maximillian‘s club at the 2nd

Annual Jackson, Miss. Jazz Musicians Homecoming.
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CONCERT REVIEW:

Bob Dylan at Mud Island

 

by Harold Quick
 

idway through "Sub—

terranean Homesick

Blues," the opening song

‘of the Bob Dylan concert

at Mud Island, July 26, it was clear

that what Dylan lovers hoped for was

coming true. He had come to

perform his material in a driving

fashion that would live up to the

timeless strength of his songs. This

was going to be a bare—bones rock and

roll show with superior singing and

surprising energy from the 47—year—

old folk—rocker.

Dylan lead his white—hot, three—

piece band through 17 songs,

covering tunes from his second

album to his latest. The focus,

though, was on his 1963—1966 period

when he became a national folk—

singing sensation and then shook pop

music to his roots by going electric,

creating folk rock and givingwords a

meaning in popular music. Eleven of

the 17 songs were from the six

albums of that period, upon which

much of the Dylan legend rests.

In many ways, this was a concert

Dylan could have done had he not

broken his neck in 1966. He per—

formed with the fire and venom that

he showed prior to the accident and

which has been rarely present in his

subsequent performances. Perhaps

now, at the end of the rather undis—

tinguished ‘80s, he feels that the time

(B) u .., ofTEREIcs:

 

   

 

Bob Dylan in 1963 riding the crest of

the folk music/protest wave.

 

is right once again for music that

both means something and is pre—

sented with style and not just a little

anger. In short, he sang like he gave a

shit.

On this muggy night he dressed in

a black cowboy top—shirt, covering a

pink, buttoned to the neck shirt,

along with black jeans and black

motorcycle boots with silver trim

that looked for all the world like

spurs. As if spurs were needed on the

sell—out crowd. It was his; intensely

respectful from the start and

crowding the stage screaming for

more at the end.

his marks the fourth time

Dylan has played Mem—

phis: 1966 with the

Hawks (to become the

Band) at the Auditorium North Hall

(at the height of his popularity), 1974

at the Coliseum (his hugely

successful "comeback" tour with the

Band) and 1979 at the Orpheum (the

born—again Christian tour). Nat—

urally this was the first outdoor
show and the heat hung hazes around

the almost full moon and dropped

large beads of sweat from the

performer‘s face that splattered in

explosions on the mike. Some said

Dylan and his group earned the ex—

travagant $22.50 ticket price.

The audience itself was a mixed

bag. Mostly older fans — now forty—

ish, wearing shorts and with

trimmed beards or curled hair —

but with a sizeable sprinkling of

youngsters, either there to see the

Alarm, who put on a strong, warmly

received set, or who had picked up

Dylan somehow along the way.

If they had not picked him up going

in he made sure they got it; driving

his songs relentlessly with his voice

and the dynamite guitar work of G.E.

Smith (of Saturday Night Live fame).

Bassist Kenny Aaronson and

drummer Christopher Parker

provided the solidest backbeat Dylan

has had since the Hawks heyday with

Rick Danko and Levon Helm/Bobby

Gregg filling those roles.

Perhaps the highlight of the show

was a midway, four song acoustic set

 

with just Dylan and Smith

performing "Boots of Spanish

Leather," "A Hard Rain‘s A‘Gonna

 

1985‘s Empire: Burlesque album.

Only six songs performed at Mud

Island were written after 1966.

Fall," the old English folk ballad

"Barbara Allan," and "It Ain‘t Me

Babe." Showing careful rehearsing

and exquisite vocal timing, Dylan‘s

voice has rarely been better as Smith

whipped him and the crowd through

those unusual selections. In ela—

borately worked—out endings, Dylan

used the two guitars where he once

used his own harmonica(which never

surfaced). His voice had the same

precision of phrasing he used on the

Blood On The Tracks album but, good

as that record was, being freed from

the studio made the vocals even

better.

esides "Subterranean

Homesick Blues," the

rivetingly

segment con—

sisted of a delightful version of

"Absolutely Sweet Marie" which he

ended with "Thank You!," his only

spoken comment of the night. Next

came a revved—up "Highway 61

Revisited," with a long, dueling

guitars ending, followed by a slow,

moody version of "You‘re A Big Girl

Now" with new lyrics. An almost

vicious, electrified reading of

"Masters of War" was followed by a

short discussion among the

musicians. Launching into a

beautiful, sprightly rendition of

"Memphis Blues Again," they re—

ceived the first,  near—complete

standing ovation. The audience over—

came mere respect and leaped into
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the show as part of the stage lights

were aimed at them.

Then came the acoustic set and

afterwards the band returned for "I

Shall Be Released," with a

scorching, stage front Smith solo and

a booming bass intro. A speeded—up

"silvio‘~ was next, followed by a

stately version of "In The Garden," as

the audience began to mob the stage.

As Aaronson‘s bass thumped out the

keyboard riff to "Like A Rolling

Stone," the expectation in the

audience overwhelmed even the most

jaded. Dylan gave a strident,

snarling vocal above Smith‘s

pounding guitar. This was the finest

The 1965 Highway 61 Revisited

album put Dylan on top of the charts

with the single "Like A Rolling

Stone."

live version of that classic I‘ve heard
since ‘66 and the maturity and
control of the singer brought the
point home even more.
For an encore Dylan and Smith did

an acoustic cover of "The Times They
Are A‘Changin‘," before being

rejoined by the band for an elegant
"Forever Young." They closed with a

frenetic "Maggie‘s Farm." Joe Walsh

was onstage for the finale and added

a solo in between Smith‘s more prac—

ticed and polished versions.

The last couple of years have pro—

duced any number of ‘60s veterans
nostalgically presenting their wares

from some 20 years ago. This season

alone we have seen Chicago, the

Rascals, the Beach Boys and James

Taylor. It is of no little comfort to

note that the music that was better

than theirs back then is still better

than their‘s now. And for that we owe

a thanks to the energy of Bob Dylan.
*

September 1988

 

The mellow pop sound of Barry Manilow will return to Memphis Sept. 11 at Mud
Island. This photo by Angela Edmonds won an Honorable Mention in the
Memphis Star photo contest.
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| Georgia Satellites To

| Burn Up In Memphis:

| ——Concert Set For Sept. 9 At Night Moves

became concentrated on the twin

guitar barrage of Baird and

E s Richards. The heavy distortion and

ight Moves continues sweaty chords are characteristic of
its tradition of present their gutsy, potent rock.

ing hard—driving Baird and Richards eventually

Southern rock at its stabilized the group‘s line—up, and

finest on September 9 began to experience measurable

I| when they introduce live, in concert, success on the local level by the end of

| the Georgia Satellites. This is the ‘83. Says Baird, "We were doing

fl“ first time that the renowned band has house gigs at really fun places, to
ever played Memphis, and is cer really fun crowds, living comfor—

| tainly a performance not to be tably, putting away a couple of
u missed. ; hundred bucks a week in savings."
\ s I Within a year though, the band

||| NightMoves has surprised a lot Of began to see the blind alley that they
J us by bringing into its close environs paq started down. "Everyone in the
11” P such acclaimed feature acts as Molly group felt like we were all going to

|

 
byTim O‘Shea
 

 

i Hatchet on a regular basis, and now grow old and die there, playing the
with the Georgia Satellites, ESPE same old roadhouses night after
cially when one considers that they night."

”A could easily fill any auditorium in
M Memphis. _ ¥ .—
w Formed in 1980 by guitarist/lead
‘| vocalist Dan Baird and partner Rick apparent disinterest of

| ‘H Richards, the Satellites saw a lot of every record label that

| will changes over the six years that they they approached. "We had made a

|| were immersed in the Atlanta bar decent demo tape, and we were

“+4 — ‘scene. "We‘ve run through about shopping ot, thinking we‘d score any

I twelve different line—ups since the day, but the labels all passed, saying

| very beginning...," Baird said. With we were out of fashion."

M || so many performers moving in and Crushed and disheartened, the

out of the riff roles, the band‘s sound band broke up, falling back into the

dding to their rage and
disillusionment was the

 

 

| "It (Open All
|| Night) lacks the
| easy sing—along
M | single,"says Dan
i | Baird. Despite this
|‘ 1 the album is doing
Mm well on AOR

 

 

  

garage—band mire form which they

had emerged some five years earlier.

The experience was not altogether

without merit, as Richards teamed

up with current bassist Rick Price

and fiery drummer Mauro Magellan

in a group called the Hellhounds. In

the meantime the band‘s road

manager had carried the demo tapes

to England, where they received the

most unexpected enthusiasm. They

were immediately released as a six—

track mini—album under the title

Keep The Faith. The record con—

tained early versions of "Red Light"

and "Keep Your Hands To Yourself,"

whose "definitive renditions" are con—

tained on the band‘s Elektra debut

album and which have subsequently

become so popular.

The reviews in the tough British

press were so encouraging (as were

the record‘s sales), that Baird and

Richards had to give it another go.

The "new" Georgia Satellites pre—

miered in Nashville in the fall of 1985

with new additions Price and

Magellan. Not long after, the band

was picked up by the Elektra label —

and the first album was released. It

has gone down in the books as one of

the most successful ventures in

rock‘n‘roll history. Open All Night,

the band‘s second Elektra LP has met

with moderate success thus far, and

continues to build momentum.

The title track is totally Georgia

Satellites. The driving beat, the dirty

chords and raunchy vocals are trade—

mark expression. Most of the album

can be said to characterize the same

style and technique, including, and

especially, "Baby So Fine," and

"Down And Down." The three—chord,

down‘n‘dirty distortion is both

effective and appropriate, without

lessening the inherent virtue of the

songs.

Look for a different tack in the

touching and powerful track, "Hand

To Mouth," which features the

saturating hand of Ian MacLagan on

piano. The tune is a change for the
group, bringing the softer side of

their. power out with amazing

delicacy. Even the roaring finale

cannot take away from the tender

power of this one, and if anything

marks it as pure Satellite material.

MacLagan‘s contributions are extra—

ordinary on the album‘s two cover

tracks, "Whole Lotta Shakin‘," and

"Don‘t Pass Me By."

 

| charts.
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After several lineup shuffles and major label rejection, Rick Richard (right) joined the Hellhounds, which featured
drummer Mauro Magellan (left) and bassist Rick Price (second from left). They later reformed the Georgia Satellites with
co—founder Dan Baird (second from right).

spoke with Dan Baird via

] AT&T in Canada during

their recent tour in sup—

port of the new album.

Despite its admirable strides in the

marketplace, Baird feels that it still

could be doing better. According to

him, "It lacks the easy sing—along

single," like "Keep Your Hands To

Yourself." Nonetheless, the band‘s

tour in the great white North has met

anything but a cold reception and the

welcome should be even warmer in
the sultry South.

 

The sudden transition from being

big fish in the little pond of Atlanta‘s

night scene to the new minnows on

the professional tour circuit doesn‘t

seem to intimidate the band. . Ac—

cording to Baird, the only real

difference in success has been the

freedom from the hesitant judgment

of the audience. Explains Baird, "It‘s

a completely different thing. It

really is just completely different

having people know the tunes you

wrote. .. and actually be your fans.

It‘s a completely different

perspective from trying to catch

someone‘s attention, and get some—

one to like you. They come in wanting

to like you. I think there‘s a big
difference."

The pressures of living up to the

expectations of a paying crowd don‘t

seem to faze Baird or the others.

While Baird will probably attribute

his nonchalance to age, you can sense

that it springs more from a calm

belief in himself and his band and

what they are accomplishing. Like

their primary influences: Chuck

Berry, The Faces and Mr. Jack

Daniels, the Georgia Satellites

exhibit a marked belief in the honest

fun of what they do. Each per—

formance is guaranteed to be spon—

taneous, unpredictable and original.

   
   

3 his is the first opportunity

Memphis will have to see

] the Georgia Satellites, al—

3 though this is not the first
first time they have been in town. As
Baird puts it, "We went through
Memphis on our way from
somewhere to somewhere, and we
stopped off and we did the trip."
Of course he spoke of none other

than the Graceland tour. Far from
hokey or touristy, Baird called
the tour, "...your final for Rock 101,
go to Graceland!" Elvis is not
excluded from their list of influences,
and in their music one can see a
strong touch of his earlier rockabilly

period, before the King went to Las
Vegas.

Sept. 9 gives Memphis the chance

to look in on the Georgia Satellites,

and see what their Jungle Room looks

like, at least on the wide and separate
stage. Certainly a must—see show for
the true rock aficianado. x
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Summer‘s Out For School!

Back To Class In Style

 

  

 

Stacey Boles warms—up for fall

days in a mint green down vest

over a coordinating sweater with

jeans and sneakers.

 

  

    

 

  

 

Casual days call for Taft Laster to

don jeans, high—tops topped with a

knit pull—over and denim jacket.

 

   

  
Youngsters Lisa

Griffin and Ben

Trentlage favor

rough—and—

ready solid knits

and cottons.

Ben‘s top adds a

splash of color.

   

  

  

  

 

  

 

Easy—care is the key phrase in

clothing for kids. Jeans, shorts

and leggings in pastels and

brights make the

grade.

 

  

Shorts, t—shirt and a little

dirt make David Lauer‘s

ensemble a playground

must.     
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The first day of school calls

for something special.

Boys dress up in

overalls, sweaters,

suspenders and

bow—ties.

Little girls‘

ribbons

complement

frilly

petticoats,

mini—skirts

and varsity

sweaters.

Dramatic

black leggings

and shoes offset red,

white and black ankiets.

 

Gradeschoolers: Lauren Galloway, Lisa

Griffin, Bill Washington, Christy
Washington, Ben Trentlage, Michael

Malone and David Lauer.

Highshoolers: Mandy Wilkey, Stacy
Boles and Taft Garrett Laster.

Photographer: Michael Malone

Shot on location at: Grace—St. Luke‘s
Episcopal School, Memphis Central

High School.

Thanks Moms and Dads! 

Mandy Wilkey‘s skirt in school—girl

plaid is replicated in the yoke and

sleeves of her pullover. White socks

and red tennis shoes add impact.

 

 

Developed by

Board Certified Plastic Surgeon

1) Tightener/Cleanser

2) Moisturizing Cream

and Conditioner

$60.09

Darr Cosmetics

P.O. Box 8040

Jonesboro, AR 72403

(501) 935—0198

for complete

Skin Care package

  

 

   

   

 

BRIDESWHO PICKTHEIR
GROOMS FROMACATALOG
OFTEN LIVE TOREGRET IT.

$
Rent where they stock tuxedo after tuxedo right

in the store—for you to gee, feel and try on.

gingissformalwear

Hickory Ridge Plaza

362—5151

The Market In Southaven

393—7002

OFF ¥

250/0 Tuxedo algal
With This Ad (Excluding Designers)
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DEBBI

 

 

hile other girls dreamed of boyfriends, clear

skin, and endless summers, a diligent young

woman labored, honing her craft in a 12

track home studio.

With the radio playing in her Long Island, N.Y. home, the

sounds of her favorite artists filled her hopes and ears: Billy Joel,

George Michael, Madonna. .. She dreamed of one day joining

their ranks and worked hard producing demos of her original

songs. Singing, playing keyboards, and programming a drum

machine, she had a goal — a recording contract with a major label

by her 16th birthday.

As unreal as it may seem, and where so many uthers failed

she did it. Atlantic Records released her first single, "Only In My

Dreams," last spring. Promptly shooting up the charts, the tuneu

peaked alongside hits by her pop idols. At 16, Debbie Gibson had

arrived.  
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If the Cinderella aspect of her meteoric ascent leaves some

skeptics cold, consider the extensive experience of this singuar

young woman. She abandoned her first axe, the ukulele, for the

more serious pursuit of classical piano studies. By the age of five

she was a prodigy, banging out Brahms and Bartok for her

amazed parents, Joe and Diane Gibson.

Recognizing their child‘s immense talent, the pair arranged
for music, dance, and acting lessons, constantly offering her
support and encouragement. Her strong middle—class back
ground — a close—knit family with financial security — perhaps
nurtured her talent to fruition. Early successes includedfirst
place in a radio sponsored songwriters contest, a stint with the

Metropolitan Opera‘s children‘s chorus, roles in community

theatre, then TV commercials for Wendy‘s. Keeping it all in per—
spective, Miss Gibson attended Long Island public schools while
her star was rising, studiously maintaining a 97 average.,

continued next page
¥
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:Debbie Gibson
from previous page

ntrigued, the Memphis
Star caught up with the
teenage whirlwind while

| she was in town for a gig
‘at Mud Island July 16.

For the record, we thought it best
to start at the beginning, and asking
the singer where she was born, she

 

paused and yelled, "Hey mom!
.Where was I born?"
* "Bensonhurst," Mrs, Gibson
replied, naming the Brooklyn, New
"York neighborhood.
& "Bensonhurst," the teen repeated,
naughmg hysterically at the
"exchange So if at times she seems
she average teenager, she is. She ad—

_ mits it too, claiming to have the phone
‘bills to prove it.
«An effervescent personality, Miss
"Gibson seems to have thus far lived a
‘charmed life, but make no assump—
itions about her rapid success. There
"were many obstacles, and if being a
female isn‘t tough enough in the
omale-dommated music industry, she
+

has experienced ageist attitudes as
well.

"I started sending out demos at 13,
and nobody wanted to take me

 

 
Gibson is one of the few teen music
makers not adult—manipulated or
short on talent.

photo by Kelly K. Craig

seriously because I was so young," she
related. Happily, she found a home

with Atlantic Records. She says it is

"a really great label. They‘ve been
very supportive."

Uniquely, Debbie Gibson writes all
of her material and was adamant in
holding out for artistic control while
negotiating her contract with
Atlantic. "I just didn‘t want to sing
someone else‘s songs," she insisted.
Atlantic brought in Fred Zarr

(Madonna, Arthur Baker) to help out
on her debut album Out of the Blue,
and he added his keyboards and
arranging skills as well as co—
producing with Miss Gibson. Of
Zarr, she says, "He‘s great, he really
helped develop my sound." Will she
use him again? "Absolutely" was her
definite reply.
She also cites percussionist Bishiri

Johnson, "He can get a sound out of
anything." She related that when the
pair were at the airport in Japan,
Johnson purchased some baby rattles
to add to his percussive arsenal.
"What are you going to call them?"
she asked him. "Baby rattles!"
Johnson answered. She breaks up
again, amused by her own anecdote.

cont. page 50

 

  

 

| —> "DONT DRIVE DRUNK"

ETERANS CAB CO.
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GOODNESS GRACIOUS! not To US, IT AIN‘T!! fome
PONT ACT LIKE A WE HEAR—TELL IT AN‘ TH/XT‘D BE" *
WILP MAN, TUPELO... A27 PE—PICKS HARD T‘ B‘LIEVE ;!
IT‘S JUST A MOVIE!! "THE KING/AS a
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HEYLL SEE THAT WHEN HE WUZ YOU
STARTIN‘ OUT ON LIFE‘S HIGHWAY,

TEMPTED JEST LIKE MOST OF US

  

     

2) £ THIS MOVIE WHO HAVE ALWAYS
FELT THEY HAD TO IDOLIZE ELVISWILL IéiAéLEIZE THAT JEST JPN‘T

20 # I %

 

    

 

NP SOMETIMES, JEST LIKE YOU ‘N‘ME, HE DIPN‘T

GIT NO MORE RE—SPECK THAN IF HE HAD JEST

BEEN AMY OTHER GUV...

INALLY, IN A VERY EMOTIONAL DREAM ¢

AT THE ENP, ELVIS HALLUCINATES TH ARA

 

H g

N THE THEATRE, A

STRANGE STORM

HAS BEEN BREWING—
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Imagine a rock band that moves from a ska groove with

alternati, ng surfand heavy metalguitar lines to an Irish pop tune

that evol, ves into an Italian detective film score.

They cal, ! it "avant—garage"

Pere Ubu

The Tenemet it Year

(Enigma Rect >rds)

by Richard Gra| ham

« Pere Ubu is bi 1ck, and frankly, I‘m

‘elated. With Hui sker Du whoring out

‘as this year‘s cro ssover industry shill

and Captain Bei sfheart confined to

the desert, Ubu‘s | return comes as a

relief.
Formed by e clectic, Cleveland

erazies in 1975, Pé »re Ubu has always

enjoyed a uniquec ritical status as the

savant idiots of tk ie post—punk dada

movement. Imagit ie arock band that

moves from a ska | zroove with alter—

natmg surf and he avy metal guitar
lines to an Irish pop tune that evolves
into an Italian deté »ctive film score.
Wow! They descrik )e their music as
"avant—garage," and | that seerns apt
enough
—The current Ubu\| line—up iricludes
David Thomas, vocal 3, trombone and

spike; Chris Cutier (late of Henry
— Cow) on percussion; Jim Jones (naw,
not that Jim Jones) on guitars; R.
Seott Krauss on drums; Tony
Maimone on bass and Allen
Ravenstine on keys and sax.
The sextet blaze through an

intriguing album of creative rock
that will challenge its audience right
down to their combat boots. "We
Have The Technology" is one of my
favorites here. If early Roxy Music
jammed with Devo at John Cage‘s
house it might sound like this. It‘s
gently anthemic and upbeat but I
must admit I haven‘t fully deci—
phered the lyrics yet. Was Thomas
eating a sandwich in the vocal booth?

At a late ‘70s show in L.A., I recall
the huge singer walking out into the
audience, who, frightened by his
bulky menace, gave him a wide
berth. I knew it then — a star was
born! If that weren‘t enough, he
thoroughly beat a cowbell into sub—
mission against the mike stand. The

club owner chose to pay them
promptly, in cash. Whatta band!!
They‘re even better now, believe it or
not. Tighter, smarter, more
versatile. j
Outstanding cuts include

"Something‘s Gotta Give," "Talk To
Me," and "The Hollow Earth."
Spooky dirges slip into quirky,
downright happy melodies without
warning. Pere Ubu is about hope — a
schizophrenic hope. Another
favorite is "Dream the Moon," which
features an arrhythmic call and
response segue between Cutler‘s bird
calls and Ravenstine‘s bloop—bleep
synthesizer.

Jones, an inventive guitarist,
varies his timbre and attack to
produce a heterogenous cacophony
which dreamily weaves in and out of
the mix. David Thomas‘ delivery is
Felliniesque throughout, a montage
of irony, wit, and paranoia. “Talk to
mmmeeee/Talk to mmmeee," he
exhorts — a legitimately frightening
performance. If Pere Ubu didn‘t pan
out, Thomas could easily make a
career out of holding up convenience
stores.
This LP is not for the squeamish.

Played at the proper volume it will:
1) Rid your house ofunwanted guests.
2)Break your lease with your land—
lord. 3) Stave off police raids. If this
weren‘t recommendation enough, I‘ll
bet it makes a few "ten best" critics‘
lists this year.
Most reunion albums are rehash

hack jobs by burnouts who need drug
money. The Tenement Year comes as
a refreshing surprise. Pere Ubu
remains faithful to their roots,
expands their brave vision, and
breaks new ground with great
artistry. *

Afghan Whigs

Big Top Halloween

(Ultra Suede Records)

The Obvious

Home

(I Wanna Records)

 

by Robert Gordon
 

Up and coming stars

of Cincinnati‘s alternative

scene step outside pop vein.

Stepping way outside the pop vein
now, we have the debut entry from
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the Afghan Whigs, Big Top
Halloween and the up and coming
stars of Cincinnati‘s alternative
scene. In the Replacements‘ Soul
Asylum imude, the Afghan Whigs
present none—too—cheery songs about
folks with bad lives. That is perhaps
the only criticism I‘ve got for this
otherwise exciting record.

Such grim tales like "Priscilla‘s
Wedding Day," in which the unwed
but pregnant Priscilla attempts a
suicide by hanging while the father—
to—be shoots himself, ultimately reek
of juvenalia. If there were a letup in
the gloom, the heavy—handedness
might be easier to take, but as it
stands, it‘s just too much.

However, the problem is easily

avoided because the vocals aren‘t

very clear. What is clear, and

welcome, is the songs‘ killer attacks.

When the Whigs step into country

("Life In A Day") and ballads ("But

Listen") they prove their versatility.

The imagery aside, "Priscilla" is a

musical highlight. Guitarist Rick

McCollum displays psychotic

intensity throughout the disk and his

psychedelic influences come out on

this track. The lad just wails. The

rhythm section is another of the

band‘s strong points. Stopping and

starting, the bass and drum lay down

grooves that take as much from

heavy—metal as roots—rock.

Curiously, the Whigs describe

themselves as "folk rock." Only when

lead vocalist Greg Dulli qualifies the

statement does it make sense: "Our

version ofwhat we think rock and roll

sounds like." Dulli‘s morbid songs

make his vision clear; the definition

then follows. This record is a heavy

dose of rock mania; it‘s good.

Ohioans review teen angst;

employ contrast and murk

for interest.

While we‘re in Ohio, another debut

has trickled thisaway. The Obvious

have released an EP entitled Home

that is an interesting version of teen

angst. Not so heavy—handed as the

Whigs, the Obvious open their disc

with the title track; it starts with

some folky strumming and a verse

about being lonely. As the first

chorus closes, a drum kicks in

followed by the final line, "Home
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Texas Instrumen

—

ts

. Sun Tunnels

(Rabid Cat Records)

  

 

by Robert Bravender
 

Texans maintain

unique identity;

reflect whimsical « ittitude.

Ah, this was a pleasa nt surprise.

When you pick throug h a pile of

independent labels to wr; ite a review,

you never know what yo u‘re getting

into. You usually end up; going by the

art of the album, the albu n‘s title and

the song titles. For exam] ple, I would

avoid something with bl cody skulls

proudly displayed on

—

the front,

containing tunes like "I W ‘ant To Rip

Your Lungs Out, If I Ma; —."

‘Quite the contrary hei e. Texas

Instruments‘ Sun Tunne is is very

good, with a sound that I‘v; 2 been told

is uniquely Austin, Texas.

—

That is, a

small band based around

;

a twangy,

western—style guitar, in | this case,

played by David Woody.

This threesome —— Wor ~»dy, Ron

Marks on bass and Steve ( Chapman

on drums —— is a club bar 1d whose

appeal is rooted primaril y in the

college scene. At times :fast and

staccato, skirting the edge of punk

with their simple, hypnotic chords

and lyrics of social protest; at other

times folksy, Dylanesque (early

Dylan, that is). One of the singers

even sounds like Bob Dylan.

Produced with a simple sound that

reflects the club background, TT‘s

imagery rings soundly of the early

‘70s; not necessarily psychodelic, but,

well...Texas; for I‘m sure that the

natives maintain that Texas is a state

of mind. TI doesn‘t have that over—

produced sound which sometimes

plagues Memphis recordings. The

sound is still raw, with that garage

band sensation of youthful energy

and enthusiasm. The lyrics aren‘t

quite epic, soul—shaking, earth—

shattering words written on stone,

but firmly reflect the band‘s outlook

on life —— whimsical.

Hey, all I can say is sometimes good

things come on independent labels. I

mean, didn‘t a guy named Presley

sing with an obscure label called Sun

Records? (Rabid Cat Records, P.O.

Box 49263, Austin, TX 78765). *

 

Live At The WhiskeyA Go Go On

The Fabulous Sunset Strip

(Elektra)

 

by Robert Gordon
 

Band tenses for a fight —

produces manic,

powerful album.

I‘m not one to start rumours, but

this record would make a perfect

swansong for X. After their last two

shaky attempts in the studip,

especially Ain‘t Love Grand, this live

career—retrospective heaves like a

last gasp: manic, panicked, powerful

—— everything that made their first

record, Los Angeles, the shattering

piece of culture that it was.

Their progress since then,

culminating for me with MoreFun In

The New World, has moved toward

evermore accessibility, occasionally

sacrificing musical grit for airplay.

(Never sacrificing lyrics, though.)

But the music on Live will offend

some; it‘ll seare more. Little kids who

have snapped along to See How We

Are will have nightmares when they

hear the discordance in "Unheard

Music." X‘s body, recently tensed

more for aerobics than a fight, here

pummels on impact.

There‘s twenty—something songs on

this double vinyl dise. Your favorite

. is there (plus some new ones). Get it.

\Play it loud.*

   

SP

Glass Tiger

Diamond Sun

(EMI/Manhattan)

 

by Cara McCastlain
 

Canadian pop—rockers

ably examine world issues

on new release.

Diamond Sun follows Glass Tiger‘s

successful 1986 debut album, The

Thin Red Line, which sold more than

half a million copies and captured

five Juno awards (Canadian

Grammys) for the band. It put Glass

Tiger on solid Top 40 ground with a

#2 hit, "Don‘t Forget Me (When I‘m

Gone)," and "Someday," which

peaked at #7.

Praised then for "intelligent and

thoughtful lyrics," Glass Tiger

continues to expound on musical

influences that lie outside the pop

realm of "I loved, I lost, I‘ll live."

Diamond Sun contains thought—pro—
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voking prose on subjects ranging

from starvation, the extinction of

tribal cultures and world violence,

yet at the same time weaves these

lyrics into a musical framework that

clears any Top 40 barriers.

The title track begins the album

with a haunting tale of a powerful

modern society overwhelming

primitive cultures. The song ob—

serves that "Love gives life/And life

is love/But what have we done?"

"This Island Earth," partially

inspired by the world political scene,

stands out from the rest of the album

not just in a topical sense (question—

ing the abuse ofthe earth) but also for

the powerful arrangement which

emphasizes the song‘s point.

Lead singer Alan Frew handles the

vocals throughout, and also has co—

writing credits on all ten songs. For

those who may wonder that these

songs don‘t resemble the Glass Tiger

that cheerfully espoused "Don‘t

Forget Me (When I‘m Gone)," the

album does contain material which is

more light—hearted. "Far Away

From Here" is a good cut, and "I‘m

Still Searching" is an energetic, up—

tempo tune that hints of soft rock.

The arrangements of some songs

are similar, which is an added reason

why "(Watching) Worlds Crumble" is

a welcome inclusion on the LP.

Frew‘s vocals and backing by a

simple keyboard are a beautiful

combination that enhances the lyrics.
*

Glass Tiger will open for

the Moody Blues at Mud

Island, Sept. 8.

Patsy Cline

Live At The Opry

(MCA Records)

 

by Robert Gordon
 

Live retrospective

showcases country legend‘s

career growth.

Live At The Opry (MCA) is distine—

tively Patsy Cline. This new release

affords us the first opportunity to

hear Patsy live and, friends, it‘s a real

treat. Culled from original tran—

scriptions of performances between

1956 and 1962, this disc traces the

ups and downs of her career, her

early performances as a little—known _

entertainer, her middle years as a hit,

then down again and finally tri—

umphant.

A person who knows nothing about

Cline‘s career could still detect the

difference between her first perfor—

mance in June ‘56 and her next some

six months later; when she returns to

sing "Walkin‘ After Midnight," her

presence is strong and confident, her

voice resilient. In "Walkin‘ " and

"Lovesick Blues" she throws punches

with her voice, digging down for the

guttural oomph and raising her voice

to push the band.

The bands vary on the tracks, but

all are strong. The Jordannaires are

present on several cuts, most notably

"She‘s Got You" and "Crazy." Being

that it‘s the Opry, these arrange—

ments, without the strings that

accompanied her in the studio, are

slightly more countrified; Patsy is

firmly in her country context.

On the whole, one comes away from

these performances realizing how

loose she could be. Other than the

first two tracks, Cline seems to

always have the audience under her

control. The Patsy Cline presented

here is a whole new version of the

studio star. These are important

sides for fans as well as new listeners.
*

KARLA BOXOEE
new world

 

Karla Bonoff

New World

(Gold Castle Records)

 

by Richard Graham
 

Singer/songuwriter misses

mark, makes mediocre music.

According to her press kit, Karla

Bonoff‘s New World is about living
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up to your potential.

 

If she does

indeed do that here, a career change

is earnestly advised. Bonoff, who

emerged in the pallid days of the ‘70s

singer/songwriter scare, has little to

offer on this largely somnambulant

record. Each cut is drearily

identical, and moving my stylus

around the record at random, I could

detect virtually no: change

whatsoever. f

If your idea of fun is attending

rallies with the Amy Carter crowd,

New World will provide the perfect

soundtrack as you smear cow‘s blood

over the latest contra—aid bill. —To

those of us who‘ve long since peeled

the McGovern stickers off, your
campers and settled into middle class

complacency, the album seems old

hat.
Outraged that a record company

would spring this fluff on an unsus—

pecting public, I thought it prudent

to investigate Bonoff‘s label. Shock—

ingly, Gold Castle Records is a kind of

nursing home for folkie has—beens.

Their roster includes such perennial

subversives as Peter, Paul and Mary,

Judy Collins, and, oh my God, Joan —

Baez. I will, of course, send the FBI a

complete report.
Avoid this album at all costs, or

soon you will find yourself in an alco—

holic stupor babbling incoherently at

old reruns of William F. Buckley‘s

Firing Line. *

Dancing Hoods

Hallelujah Anyway

(Restless Records)

 

by Robert Gordon
 

Band mixes styles and in—

fluences, presents creative

perspective.

If this band knows what they‘re

doing, it‘s beyond me. The Dancing

Hoods‘ second album, Halleluzgah

Anyway,; is a collection of diverse

styles and genres that doesn‘t seem to

have any type of wholeness to it, but

fortunately the individual parts ain‘t

bad. With its forays into pop, country

and rock, Hallelyzah is good news for

anyone who heard the band‘s first

release on Relativity two years ago,

Twelve Jealous Roses, which plain

stunk. In the interim, the band has

changed bassists and moved from

Long Island to L.A., and whether it‘s

the change in clime or personnel,

their improvment is a quantum leap

forward.

"Baby‘s Got Rockets," the first

single, is a truly great pop song. Its

jangly opening plants the hooks and

the payoff is a high—pitched but super

catchy chorus that I found myself

humming after the first listening.

As to what the song means, it beats

hell outta me, and try as I might, I

still can‘t understand the words to the

chorus. But that really differs little

from mainstream fare.
"Puppet Dancing" is much more

of a crunching song. The guitars use

the slow tempo to build a sinister

tension, augmented by Bob

Bortnick‘s angry spitting of the

words, "You‘ve got your own private

Jesus, does it make you feel holy?"

The next song, "Welfare Shoes"

couldn‘t differ more. It‘s a country

song complete with a fiddle and pedal

steel. While it never overcomes

sounding like a yankee rock band

playing country, it‘s still a fun piece.

Also on the country side is their

version of Leonard Cohen‘s

"Diamonds In The Mine." Their own

"Border Patrol" is another jangle

tune, this one combining heavy

acoustic guitar strumming and vocal

phrasing a la Steve Earle.

The Dancing Hoods pull of the best

Big Star imitation to date. While the

Mitch Easter gang has been trying to

imitate Big Star‘s ballads for years,

the Hoods‘ "Falling Down" sounds

like it could be a Bell—Chilton outtake;

it would fit nicely alongside the last

few tunes on Big Star‘s # 1 Record.

The Dancing Hoods seem, like Big

Star was, to be torn between ballads

and hard rockers. This record,

though filled with great songs, lacks

a cohesiveness that would help define

the band, and it lacks the originality

to make them a great band. Never—

theless, great songs are great songs,

and there‘s enough of ‘em on this

album to make it stand out. *

Mac McAnally

Finish Lines

(Geffen Records)

 

by Leo Allred
 
Finish Lines, Mac McAnally‘s

second Geffen album, and fifth

overall, proves that a Belmont, Miss.

native can tell stories with the best

Belmont, Miss. native

tells of small—town

glory and games.

southern writers. McAnally reached

the turning point in life when he

dropped out of high school, where his

father was assistant principal —

making him an alien.

Finish Lines is a collection of

different stories put to music by

McAnally‘s southern charm. "Alien"

tells the story of a person trying to go

home after many years, but who just

doesn‘t fit in. He stays in that dream

pattern with "Desiree." She‘s any

small town girl fighting to reach her

dreams, and she‘s playing the games

of the town in hope of escape. Mc—

Anally then sums up the dream scope

with "Little Blue Pills" — a vision of

Valium—slurred reality — not his cup

of tea. "Don‘t take the little blue pills/

To turn your mountains into

hills,/It‘s just the little blue pills/

That do what we could‘ve done."

The title cut tells of the competi—

tive work of all of us on earth. Ac—

cording to McAnally, life is one finish

line after another. As you can tell

from the first three songs, he pulls

you in and then smacks you in the

face — a tongue—in—cheek type that will

catch you stomping your feet and

clapping your hands in time.

Mac McAnally has written for

Jimmy Buffett, Alabama, Reba

McEntire, Hank Williams, Jr., T.G.

Sheppard and others to make his

living. Now Geffen gives him

another chance to show his wares. He

and Jim Ed Norman put together

tight production work for this album.

Mac‘s back telling stories of small—

town glory and games. If you‘re

interested, it takes 55 minutes to

drown a tick. But that‘s another

story. Maybe next album. *
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Patti Smith

Dream Of Life

(Arista Records)
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The Sugarcubes

Life‘s Too Good

(Elektra Records)

producing and it might give you some
idea of the emotions raised by lig—
tening to "Traitor," "Sick For Toys,"
or the hypnotically haunting smash
"Birthday." Better yet, "find" a copy
of the tape (somehow I can imagine it
sounding better stolen}, and prepare
yourself. I rate it a five star smash
and totally unstoppable. x

The Mission U.K.

Children

(Warner Bros.)

 
by Rick Steff
 

 
| __by Rick Steff

‘Certified cult legend"

returns with strength,

aggression and warmth.

 
Usually when an artist re—emerges

after a long hiatus (almost eight
years in Patti Smith‘s case), one of
two things happen.. ONE: They
produce a record so completely
horrible that you wished they had
stayed gone (witness the aging and
flatulent Moody Blues), or TWO:
They produce a record so fresh and
warm that only by their return doyou
fully realize the chasm left by their
absence. In the case ofDream ofLife,
the latter is undoubtably applicable.
There seems to be a web of poig—

nancy that holds the songs on this
record together with an almost
stream—of—consciousness air about it.
Although many of the lyrics on the
album speak of hope and a prayer for
unity, they are still sung, and oft—
times spit with the urgency and fury
that made Patti Smith a certified cult
legend almost a decade ago.
Where in the past her songwriting

occasionally seemed to lack form or
strong musical content, the songs on
this album ring with conviction and

L the strength of an artist who has
—— come of age and is fully aware of her

power and aggression without losing
sight of her tenderness and warmth.

All in all, a welcome return of a
major artistic force, (and you can
dance to it). x

by Rick Steff

Icelandic pop group

melds influences into

smash debut.

Although Iceland‘s Sugarcubes
are a relatively new band, they have
managed to drum up a respectable
following both at home and in Europe
in a short amount of time. In
addition, Life‘s Too Good, their first
American release, has earned them
top college chart positions and a
strong stateside following as well.
Although certainly not adhering to
the usual criteria for "college"
playlists, the record‘s release brings
with it a welcome abundance offresh
(if often quirky) air.

Bjork, the group‘s female lead
vocalist, has a voice that often brings
to mind some of Siouxsie‘s (of the
Banshees) earlier vocal work. Com—
bine this with a furious sounding
group of musicians, a heavily treated
trumpet player, and a bevy of bizarre
tunes rich with the imagination of
one band‘s idea of orchestration and
the net result is this stunning debut
album.
Although the songs on this record

are often very straight—ahead pop, by
the time the band has captured them
on tape they seem to have mutated
into some kind of fiendish and dark
sunflower growing out of a septic
tank in Disneyland. Picture some—
thing like a vision of Bananarama
singing Bauhaus with Miles Davis

British band cashes in on

Zeppelin renaissance,

blows it.

Well, this certainly has been a good
year for Led Zeppelin, hasn‘t it?
Robert Plant‘s giving interviews
again and is perfectly willing to
recall old Zep lore to apparently just
about anyone with a Papermate.
Jimmy Page has got himself a full:
fledged solo recording contract
which allows him to delve into all
those bold new frontiers he‘s been
wanting to explore (i.e. more tunes
that sound like watered—down Bad
Company b—sides) between goat
sacrifices. We got to see an actual
Zeppelin reunion courtesy of HBO,
even if it DID feature John Bonham‘s
son Jason filling in for his late father.
And even themost recla8ivé
Kashmirian, John Paul Jones, has re—
emerged to produce this second
album from Britain‘s Mission U.K.
Where Whitesnake and Kingdom

Come seem to have taken it upon
themselves to imitate the heavier side
of Zeppelin‘s music (and completely
blow it), Mission U.K. have taken on
the enormous task of replicating the
East Indian and more exploratory
sides to Zeppelin‘s sound (and also
completely blow if};
From the first notes played on this

record you can almost completely
predict exactly what will follow.
That‘s right, you guessed it — this is an
album based entirely on the middle
section of "Kashmir." O.K., let‘s all
say it together: "HOW EXCITING!!"
My suggestion is to change the

name of the band to Mission Yuks
and see if we can get the band to back

cont. page 46
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From left, Lou Diamond Phillips, Kiefer Sutherland, Emilio Estevez, Casey

Siemaszko, Charlie Sheen and Dermot Mulroney co—star as the Regulators

in Young Guns.

Bambi — 46th anniversary run of this be—
loved Disney animated classic. (G)

Betrayed = Debra Winger as an under—
cover agent caught up in white suprema—
cist group. (R)

Big — Tom Hanks as a 12—year—old boy
who wakes up with a 35—year—old body.

(PG)

Big Top Pee Wee — Pee Wee Herman
joins the circus. Not as clever and the first,
but fun for Pee Wee fans. (PG)

The Blob — Remake of the classic horror
flick. (R)

Bull Durham — Minor—league base—
ball players learn about themselves and
each other from a small—town teacher/
basebail fan. 1 im Robbins, Nevin Costner
and Susan Sarandon. (R)

Clean and Sober — Michael Keaton in
a surprisingly dramatic role as a yuppie
who checks into a rehab unit for alcohol
and drug problems. (R)

 

Cocktail — Hip young bartender pours
his way into the hearts and lives of his
customers. Tom Cruise, Elisabeth Shue,
and Bryan Brown. (R)

Coming To America — Eddie Murphy
and Arsenio Hall come to America in
search of free—thinking women. James
Earl Jones co—stars as Murphy‘s African
king father. (R)

The Dead Pool — Clint Eastwood‘s
latest Dirty Harry installment. There‘s
drug deaiers in them thar (Hollywood)
Hills. (R)

Die Hard — NYC detective (Bruce Willis)
must rescue hostages held in high—rise
building on Christmas Day in L.A. (R)

A Fish Called Wanda — Monty
Python‘s Flying Circus alumni John
Cleese and Michael Palin co—star with
Jamie Lee Curtis and Kevin Kline in this
British farce. (R)

License To Drive — Teen dreams
Corey Feldman and Corey Haim star as

two friends desperate for their driver‘s
licenses. (PG—13)

Mac AndMe —Young handicapped boy
is befriended by a lonely alien youngster.
Introducing Jade Calegory. (G)

Married To The Mob — Michelle
Pfeiffer as gangster‘s widow under FBI
investigation. (R)

Midnight Run — Hilarious. cross—
country adventures of a sensitive bail—
jumping accountant and the smart—alec
‘bounty hunter sent to bring him in.
Robert DeNiro and Charles Grodin co—
star. (R)

Monkey Shines — Sinister tale ot a
paraplegic law student and the Capuchin
monkey trained to help him readjust. (R)

The Rescue — Five Navy brats infiltrate
North Korea to rescue their fathers, who
were imprisoned following an aborted
mission. (PG—13)

Tucker. The ManAndHis Dream —
Independent auto manufacturer takes on

the industry during the late ‘40s. Based on

a true story, starring Jeff Bridges. (PG)

Vibes — Flutty tale of mediums searching
for a seat of psychic power hidden in the
mountains of South America. Cyndi
Lauper, Jeff Goldblum, Julian Sand and
Peter Falk. (PG)

Who Framed Roger Rabbit? —
Animated and live footage merge in this
Hollywood whodunit. (PG)

Young Guns — Gang of young boys
avenge their employer/mentor‘s murder in
the wild west. Based on the early life of
Billy the Kid and his gang Emilio Estevez,
Kiefer Sutherland, Lou Diamond Phillips,
Charlie Sheen, Dermot Mulroney and
Casey Siemazsko. (R) *

 

Cyndi Lauper and Jeff Goldblum star
as two mismatched psychics in Vibes.
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Brian Flanagan (Tom Cruise, left) is taught

the finer points of bartending by the

experienced Doug Coughlin (Bryan

Brown) in Cocktail.

   

Newcomer Jade Calegory as Eric Cruise,

who befriends a lonely alien child in Mac
and Me.

 

Mike Downey (Mathew Modine) and Angela DeMarco (Michelle Pfeiffer)

as an FBI agent and a mobster‘s widow in Married To The Mob.

 

 

HicHTtors by Wes Brewer
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l THE VOICEOF MEMPHIS MUSIC

Retail Distributor

For The Month Of August ‘88

SOUND WAREHOUSE

4770 Poplar

767—5280

 

Tied For Second But Trying Hard Are:

Strings & Things Camelot Music
1492 Union Raleigh Springs Mall

RETAILERS For Distribution Info Call Mike At

(901) 452—7827

Support Our Advertisers And Retailers —

They Support THE STAR And MEMPHIS MUSIC!
  

DAISY
T-

1, 8, 13 — Psychedelic ‘60s Night

20, 27 — featuring Freeworld

2, 3 — Natl Blues Finals

4 — Memphis Music Festival

9 — Wynton Marsalis

10 — TNA & Tora—Tora (all a

17 — Freeworld

23 — CREED Reunion

Res”MMARY’S
~ INSIDE

SEPTEMBER
2, 3 — The Del—Tones9 — The B—Flats16, 17 — The Del—Tones23 — David Kurtz24 — Human Radio
30 — Good Question

KITCHEN OPENS AT 5:00 p.m.

ON THE PATIOTHE CADILLACSEvery Fri. & Sat.

SE
PT
EM
BE
R

 

 

1 Thursday

Contender (P) — The Derby***
Dee Dee McC'arver & Showdown (C) —

Bob‘s Vapors

Gibson Guitar All Star Blues Jam (V) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Intimate Acts (P) — Stagestop***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (P) — Bombay

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Ms. Night Moves Bikini Contest (U) — Night
Moves***

Psychedelic 60‘s w/Freeworld & Guests (P) —
Omni Daisy***

Sammy D (P) — Circle Cafe

Steve Reed (P) — Rascals

Terry Humphreys (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

2 Friday

Billy & the Who Dogs (P) — Rascals

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Contender (P) — The Derby***

Dee Dee McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad

Bob‘s Vapors

Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell

Intimate Acts (P) — Stagestop***

Jack—O—Diamonds (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

John Kilzer (P) — MSU Hall

Kenny G (P) — Mud Island***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (P) — Bombay

Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

National Blues Finals (T) — Omni Daisy***

Paige (P) — Alfred‘s***

Psychedelic 60‘s w/Freeworld & Guests (P) —
Omni Daisy***

Richard Orange (N) — Cobblestone Cellar

Stanley Jordan (P) — Mud Island***

Terry Humphreys (V) — Shelby‘s

The Del Tones (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Willys (P) — Night Moves***

3 — Saturday

Billy & the Who Dogs (P) — Rascals

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s*** #

Cafe Racers (P) — Alfred‘s***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Intimate Acts (P) — Stage Stop***

Jack—o—Diamonds (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay
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Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Memphis Symphony Orchestra (F) — Overton
Park Shell

National Blues Finals (T) — Omni—New Daisy***
Richard Orange & Crush (N) — Cobblestone

Cellar

Sammy D & the Zone (V) — Up the Street
Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
The Del—Tones (T) — Proud Mary‘s***
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

4 Sunday
Albert King (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***
Alvin McKinney & Royal Suite (T) — Rum Boogie
Cafe***

Cafe Racers (P) — Alfred‘s***

Crime (N) — Alfred‘s***

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Get Along Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Handy Hall All—Stars (T) — Handy Hall***
Human Radio (N) — Proud Mary‘s***

Indigo Nowhere (N) — Lafayette‘s

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bottom Line
Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Lafayette‘s
John Kilzer (P) — Alfred‘s***

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***
Memphis MusicFest (N) — Omni—New Daisy***
Paige (P) — Club Handy

Reance (P) — Etcetera

Rock & Roll Review (P) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Sammy D (V) — Up The Street

Shakers (V) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza
Uncle Ben & His Nephews (T) — Handy Hall***
Xavion (P) — Club Handy

5 Monday
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Jazz Night (T) — Overton Park Shell

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors‘ Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

Widow Maker (P) — Stage Stop***

6 Tuesday

Bluegrass Jam (T) — Yarbrough‘s Music Co.***

Boxing (U) — Omni—New Daisy***  

  

   

—MemphisMusic Festival

Nuse
~

  

s ho w casi ng

thhAag.e2Dd 2:5. 1.n

~~~~Rock and Blues~ M4

Sunday, Sept84

~~~10 Clubs on Beale Stree sct——— _
only $5.99 (21 and olde: ;)

3 p.m. — 3 a.mmn:
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CONCERT CALENDAR

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T)— Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza
Widow Maker (P) — Stage Stop***

7 Wednesday
CutOuts (P) — Poplar Lounge
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Detail (P) — The Derby***
Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) —

Boogie Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Mike Crews (N) — Rascals
Tom Hackenterger (V) — Airport Hilton
Widow Maker (P) — Stage Stop***

$

8 Thursday
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Eddie Kirkland & the Energy Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Glass Tiger (P) — Mud Island***
Klaucha, Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay
Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad ‘Bob‘s Vapors

Moodly Blues (P) — Mud Island***

Rum

Ms. Night Moves Bikini Contest (U) — Night
Moves***

Steive Reed (P) — Rascals
Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton
Tracy Lords (P) — Stage Stop***

9 Friday
{Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Detail (P) — The Derby***
Eddie Kirkland & the Energy Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe***
Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell
Georgia Satellites (P) — Night Moves***
Good Question (P) — Cobblestone Cellar
Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay
Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Mike Crews Band (N) — Rascals
Paige (P) — Alfred‘s***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
The B—Flats (P) — Proud Mary‘s***
The Bobby Lawson Band (T) — Lafayette‘s
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza
Tracy Lords (P) — Stage Stop***
Wynton Marsalis (T) — Omni—New Daisy***

 

10 Saturday —_
Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s*** @
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Detail (P) — The Derby***
Eddie Kirkland & the Energy Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe***
Good Question (P) — Cobblestone Cellar
Human Radio (N) — Omni—New Daisy***
Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***
Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Marguerite Piazza/Anniversary Party (F) —
Overton Park Shell —

Mike Crews Band (N) — Rascals
Sammy D & the Zone (V) — Up the Street
Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
The Bobby Lawson Band (T) — Lafayette‘s f
TNA (P) — Omni—New Daisy*** <
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza t
Tora Tora (P) — Omni—New Daisy***
Tracy Lords (P) — Stage Stop*®**
Willys (P) — Alfred‘s***

in:
same

ma
th
—

   

11 Sunday —
Alvin McKinney & Royal Suite (T) — Rum Boogie B
Cafe*** t

Barry Manilow (P) — Mud Island***
Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum —

Boogie Cafe*** sok
Get Along Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors t
Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bottom Line 4
Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***
Rock & Roll Review (P) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors
Sammy D (V) — Up The Street
Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

   

12 Monday E
DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Highway Star (P) — Stage Stop***
Jazz Night (T) — Overton Park Shell
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Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

13 Tuesday

Bluegrass Jam (T) — Yarbrough‘s Music***

Cinderella (P) — Coliseum***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Geoff Moore (G) — Mud Island***

Highway Star (P) — Stage Stop***

Judas Priest (P) — Coliseum***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Petra (G) — Mud Island***

Freewordl/Beanland (P) — Omni—New Daisy***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

14 Wednesday

Body Flash Male Dancers (U) — Night Moves***

CutOuts (P) — Poplar Lounge

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Highway Star (P) — Stage Stop***

John Boatner (P) — MSU Tiger Den

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Mike Crews (P) — Rascals

Pam & the Passions (P) — The Derby***

Road Hogs (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Sammy D (V) — Circle Cafe

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

15 Thursday

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Highway Star (P) — Stage Stop***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Ms. Night Moves Bikini Contest (U) — Night
Moves***

Sammy D (V) — Circle Cafe

Steve Reed (P) — Rascals

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

, Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Cafe Racers (P) — MSU Tiger Den

Friday

 

 

 

 

Production

Music Publishing

24 Track Recording Facility

  

1503 Mad'ison Avenue (901) 276—8518
Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 276—8520

 
 

 

=== tennessee concert sound

\é

   

A Division of Music Business Inc.

Support
Sound, Lighting
and Engineers

MemphisMusic!
Bernie Bernil, general mgr.

Bruce Steele(901) 772—2292   
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The Original Songs

of the 60s, 70s& 80s

RICK D..

= (901) 678—7446

(901) 726—0514

REUNIONS » PARTIES ® FUND RAISING

  

op ds hs6Po

 

] Mon: $1 Drinks till 10:00 p.m.

& Joke Night (T—Shirt for best
Joke)

Tues: $1 Drinks till 10:00 p.m.

| Wed: Amatuer Night (Sing,
Dance, Juggle — just keep

| _your clothes on)
Thurs: Ladies Nighf — Free I

Draft and 1/2 Price Food

n
; Fri & Sat: 1/4 Price Food

 

 

f CONCERT CALENDAR

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Detail (P) — Rascals

Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell

Highway Star (P) — Stage Stop***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Pam & the Passions (P) — The Derby***

Reance (P) — Alfred‘s***

Richard Orange & Crush (N)
Cafe***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

The Bobby Lawson Band (T) — Circle Cafe

The Del Tones (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

The Smithereens (N) — MSU Fieldhouse

Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Willys (P) — Cobblestone Cellar

— Court Square

17 Saturday

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Cafe Racers (P) — Hendrix College (Conway, AR)

Celebration of Life (V) — Overton Park Shell

Crime (P) — Alfred‘s

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Detail (P) — Rascals

lFreeworld (P) — Omni—New Daisy***

Flighway Star (P) — Stage Stop***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Liive Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Pain & the Passions (P) — The Derby***

Samimy D & the Zone (V) — Up The Street

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

The Bobby Lawson Band (T) — Circle Cafe

The Del Tones (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Tangenits (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Tom Heickenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Willys (P) — Cobblestone Cellar

19 Sunday

Alvin McKinney & Royal Suite (T) — Rum Boogie
Cafe***

Get Along Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bottom Line

Live Rock‘n ‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***

Rock & Roll Review (P) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Sammy D (P) — Up The Street

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackentserger (V) — Crowne Plaza

19 Monday

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Elmo & the Shades (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe***

Jazz Night (T) — Overton Park Shell

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

20 Tuesday

Bluegrass Jam (T) — Yarbrough‘s Music***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Psychedelic ‘60s w/Freeworld (N) — Omni—New
Daisy***

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

21 Wednesday

Body Flash Male Dancers (U) — Night Moves***

Contender (P) — The Derby***

CutOuts (P) — Poplar Lounge

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T)
Boogie Cafe***

John Boatner (P) — MSU

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Mike Crews (N) — Rascals

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Tom‘Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

— Rum

22 Thursday

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) —

Boogie Cafe***

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Lo fn rl ronan
Lou nuuena/Dlu Darby & Vapors Band (V) —

Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Rum

Ms. Night Moves Bikini Contest (U) — Night
Moves***

Rich Hall/Michael Winslow (K) — MSU Field—
house

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Steve Reed (P) — Rascals

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton
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23 Friday

Amber (P) — Omni—New Daisy***

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Creed Reunion (P) — Omni—New Daisy***

_ David Kurtz (N) — Proud Mary‘s***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Even Steven (P) — The Derby***

Fat Man & the Maniacs (T) — Rascals

Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell

Human Radio (N) — Court Square Cafe***

Joyce Cobb& Hot Shots (V) — Cobblestone Cellar

— Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Reance (P) — Alfred‘s***

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

24 Saturday

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Cafe Racers (P) — Mid—South Fair

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe***

Even Steven (P) — The Derby***

Fat Man & the Maniacs (P) — Rascals

Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell

Human Radio (N) — Proud Mary‘s***

Joyce Cobb& HotShots (V) — Cobblestone Cellar

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (V) — Bombay

Live Music (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Reance (P) — Mid—South Fair

Rick Rickked (P) — Stage Stop***

Sammy D & the Zone (V) — Up the Street

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Touchtones (V) — Court Square Cafe***

Willys (P) — Alfred‘s***

25 Sunday

AlvinMcKinney & Royal Suite (T) — Rum Boogie
Cafe***

Folk Festival (V) — Overton Park Shell

Get Along Band (C) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bottom Line

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***

Rock & Roll Review (P) — Bad Bob‘s Vapors

 

 

MOTECHSERVICES, INC. 

We Repair Electronics,
= 1

Ssicai

Instruments and Amplifiers

— fast and efficient service —

2851 Lamb Place #7

Memphis, TN 38118

(901) 794—9190

(901) 525—5500

 

BEALE & 3ro

SEPTEMBER

The Gibson Guitars All—Star

Blues Jam — 1

Jack—O—Diamonds — 2, 3

MusicFest — 4

Eddie Kirkland and the
Energy Band — 8, 9, 10

Road Hogs — 14

The Tangents — 15, 16, 17

Elmo and the Shades — 19

The Kingpins featuring

Paul Orta — 25, 26, 27

528—0150

«i

ExposeYourself To TheBlues
6—7, 11—13, 21—24, 28—30

DON McMINN and the
RUM BOOGIE BAND

DOWN HOME

Cooking & Cajun.

Specialties

Open Daily For Lunch
Plate Lunch Special

 

 

 
 

—>

‘TTB, _

IDIBJl.|

Restaurant & Lounge

2536 Watkins (at 1—240)

901—357—2438

 

BA

No Cover Charge

Hear Memphis‘ Best

Rock ‘n‘ Roll Bands
Open 3 p.m. — 3 a.m.

 

Formerly

Tennessee Draw
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Sammy D (V) — Up the Street

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

The Bobby Lawson Band (T) — Huey‘s

The Kingpins w/Paul Otra (T) — Rum Boogie
Cafe***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

26 Monday

Cheap Trick (P) — Mud Island***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Dukes of Mardi Gras (T) — MSU Tiger Den

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Masquerade (P) — Stage Stop***

Roots Rockers (P) — Cobblestone Cellar

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

The Kingpins w/Paul Otra (T) — Rum Boogie
| Cafe***

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton —

Writers‘ Night (V) — Overton Park Shell

is

27 Tuesday

Bluegrass Jam (T) — Yarbrough‘s Music

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s
Vapors

Dukes of Mardi Gras (T) — MSU Tiger Den

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —
Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Masquerade (P) — Stage Stop***

Freeworld (N) — Omni—New Daisy***

Roots Rockers (P) — Cobblestone Cellar

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

The Kingpins. w/Paul Otra (T) — Rum Boogie
Cafe!"

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

28 Wednesday

Body Flash Male Dancers (U) — Night Moves***

Contender (P) — The Derby***

CutOuts (P) — Poplar Lounge

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —

Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Masquerade (P) — Stage Stop***

Mike Crews (N) — Rascals

Royal Suite (T) — MSU Mall

Sammy D (V) — Circle Cafe

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

29 Thursday

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe***

Dukes of Mardi Gras (T) — MSU Tiger Den

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —

Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Masquerade (P) — Stage Stop***

Ms. Night Moves Bikini Contest (U) — Night

Moves***

Ruby Wilson (T) — MSU Tiger Den

Steve Reed (P) — Rascals

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Airport Hilton

Cadillacs (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Contender (P) — The Derby***

DeDe McCarver & Showdown (C) — Bad Bob‘s

Vapors

Don McMinn & Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe***

Good Question (P) — Proud Mary‘s***

Higa (V) — MSU Tiger Den

Innovation (P) — Peabody

Klaudia Kroboth & Rico Heard (N) — Bombay

Live Music (N) — Court Square Cafe***

Live Rock‘n‘Roll (P) — Night Moves***

Lou Roberts/Bill Darby & Vapors Band (V) —

Bad Bob‘s Vapors

Masquerade (P) — Stage Stop***

Paige (P) — Alfred‘s

Roots Rockers (P) — Cobblestone Cellar

Sammy D& the Zone (V) — Round One (W. Mphs)

Steve Ingle & XXX (P) — Rascals

Terry Humphrey (V) — Shelby‘s

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Crowne Plaza

Friday

 

LP Reviews

from page 37

up Robert Plant on his next cola

commercial. Or even better yet, let‘s

get a Beatles reunion together with

Julian Lennon filling in for John and

then we can have a bunch of bands all

making albums that sound like the

intro to "I Am The Walrus." I would

really like to continue this review,

but unfortunately I can‘t, as I‘m off to

fill in for Leslie West on Mountain‘s

reunion tour ‘88, and I still haven‘t

learned the intro to "Mississippi

Queen." *

Scritti Politti

Provision

(Warner Bros.)

 

by Rick Steff
 

When a record comes along that

encapsulates the very essence of

London dance rockers

produce unstoppable grooves,

rhythmic brilliance.

American funk music combined with

brilliant production sensibilities and

a wealth of great songs, you normally

wouldn‘t expect the perpetrators to

hail from north London, but

surprisingly that‘s where Scritti

Politti calls home.. The standard

dance—rock fare from Great Britian

usually consists of watered—down 12—

inches from some wimp who heard a

James Brown record and thinks he‘s

next in line to the funkmaster throne.

But this, Scritti Politti‘s second

American release not only continues

the brilliance of their previous

album, Cupid and Psyche ‘84, but

shows an unprecedented growth in

both style and content.

Not since Sly and the Family

Stone‘s Fresh, have I heard an album

so full of unstoppable grooves and

rhythmic brilliance. From the

opening cut, "Boom, There She Was"

(featuring Roger Trautman on talk—

box) to the beautiful "Oh Patti"

(featuring jazz emperor Miles Davis

on trumpet) not a song fails to

please. Rich with tastefullt synthe—

sized backdrops framed against

intensely sequenced orchestrations,

(guess who just bought a thesaurus?)

Green Gartside (Scritti‘s leader and

main songwriting force) and crew

provide the perfect summer dance

smash, although by all previous

accounts this is probably destined to

be a complete radio and MTV flop.

As is not uncommon, this is a killer

record, by a somewhatobscure artist,

that is more than worth seeking out

and purchasing at your earliest

available opportunity. Don‘t miss it.

*
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Ad contest for

kids announced

MEMPHIS, TN — Marsha
McDonald‘s & Associates, a
Memphis—based full—service
advertising agency, will help
develop the next generation of ad—
vertising creatives through its
sponsorship of "Mark It

Memphis," a contest open to the
approximately 7500 5th grade

Schools.

According to McDonald, "This

is an age group whose imagina—

tion should produce a fresh view of

our City and what it has to offer.

One of our objectives for sponsor—

ing this contest is to encourage this

kind of creativity in children.

The contest, which has been

approved by the Memphis City

Schools, will start with the

opening of the school year, Aug.

29, and has an Oct. 14 deadline.

Participating students will be

asked to create an 8%" x 11" color
ad promoting Memphis, using any
medium — crayon, marker or paint.

Entries will be judged on

creativity, message and overall

graphic appeal. Entries should be

sent to: "Mark It Memphis," c/o

Marsha McDonald & Associates,

P.O. Box 241215, Memphis, TN

38124—1215. The back of each

entry should contain the

contestant‘s name, age, address,
and phone number as well as the

name of his/her school and art
teacher.

Winners will be announced in

November. The grand prize

winner will receive a $500 U.S.

‘Savings Bond and the next five

winners will each be awarded a

$100 U.S. Savings Bond. In addi—

tion, the art department of the

grand prize winner‘s school will

receive $1,500 to be used in pur—

chasing art supplies. The top

twenty ads will be displayed at the

downtown branch of the Union

Planters National Bank, and the

grand prize winner‘s ad will be

featured in the January issue of

Memphis Magazine.

For more information, contact

Lisa Grooms at (901) 763—4343. *
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"They say that farmin‘s too much work/That it can beat a woman down/But this

bank don‘t know what I‘m worth/They won‘t run me like they run this town."

— Kiya Heartwood, "Walk Away" photo by Kelly K. Craig
 
 

Stealin‘ Horses

from page 9

In many ways, those songs sum up

Heartwood‘s personal philosophy —

— independence, self—reliance and

determination —— which she describes

as coming "real close to Taoism."

(Taoism is a religion or philosophy

based on the teachings of the ancient

Chinese philosopher Lao—tze). For

Heartwood, her beliefs spring from a

childhood in which her parents didn‘t

get along and she found that history,

particularly American Indian philo—

sophy, "helped me get through my

life." (On the road she and Terry, who

share the same interest, like to stop to

visit museums.) To Heartwood "it‘s

about balance" and the end result is

that "you have control over what

happens to you, to a certain extent."

As a case in point, Heartwood

relates the story of her own name. As

she grew older she realized the need

for "a name that was mine" and she

went on a "vision quest" to find one.

She finally settled on Kiya (she

doesn‘t reveal her given name). She

does point out that her parents call

her Kiya. When Terry laughs, Heart—

wood intones, "Her mom calls me

Kiya too." The name for the band

comes from a Sioux ritual wherein

the young men would steal a horse to

prove their manhood. In this day and

age women can "steal horses" also.

esides such heady philo—

sophical stuff, Stealin‘

Horses like to read

National Enquirer covers

("Hitler was a woman," Durno

informs us) and talk about

popular music. They claim to like

"everybody." Heartwood mentions

Def Leppard, Tracy Chapman, U2

and Guns & Roses. They‘ve all heard

of Memphian John Kilzer, whom

Heartwood labels brilliant. She

thinks his "Why The WestWas Won,"

(by Jimmy Davis and Junction) is

"awesome."  Bonhomme adds that

Kilzer‘s is "the best record out now."

Spying the cover ofthe July Memphis

Star, Heartwood says she even likes

Scorpions.

 

The Stealin‘ Horses album itself

was originally cut in Nashville but

the group didn‘t like the sound of it.

Thankfully, Arista didn‘t either, so it

was recut in L.A. using Greg Ladanyi

as producer. Ladanyi brought in his

own people to work on it, resulting in

shared songwriter credits on several

of the Heartwood tunes. Terry wrote

the music to "Tangled." Collabora—

tions with Durno and Bonhomme are
in the works.

Heartwood feels that the record

avoided the over—produced sound

that so often comes out of L.A.

because, "they thought we were

country and we don‘t think we‘re

country. Nobody in Nashville is

going to say that we‘re a country

band, especially after they see the
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live show." She adds that "people in

L.A. think the Eagles are country."

In any event, they are pleased with

the result. Heartwood acknowledges

the problems in trying to please

yourself, the record company and the

producer. "It‘s not that easy," she

says.. ‘Cause it‘s not your money."

This trip to Memphis was not

Stealin‘ Horses‘ first. A year or two

ago they played Bombay and later

the Antenna on a Sunday night, "Na

one was there," Heartwood says.

This time they had a built—in crowd

even if they did have to follow Human

Radio, whom Bonhomme termed

"brilliant." —Added support came

from their T—shirt man —— Joe Davis.

Davis, a long—time fan "flew in from

Asheville to see them," and to hawk

his hand—crafted, tie—dyed shirts.

Their road crew, Tom Roach and Jeff

McOlgan are from here and the show

was something of a homecoming for
them. —

As Heartwood promised, their live

show was anything but country.

Most of their material was of the

hard—edged variety like "Walkaway"

and "Turnaround." They also

showcased "Where Have All the
Rivers Run," a pop—sounding, John
Hiatt—ish tune, and "Gotta Get A
Letter," which Heartwood described

as a definite "60s pop song, down to

the background vocals." Addition—

ally, they offered up several new

songs which should end up on their

second album which is in the early

planning stages.

For a finale, the Horses did a

moving version of a new song,

"Heartbreak Town." A rocking

number of serious dimensions, the

music suddenly stopped and

Heartwood‘s solo voice soared over

the birthday crowd. The singer had

found the "key to a heartbreak town."

When her voice died down,

Heartwood simply shouted, "We‘re

Stealin‘ Horses. Goodnight."

The reporter is reminded of a

comment Durno made during the

interview. _After the show the

previous night in Lexington, he was

approached by a member of the

audience who told him, "You‘ve got

quite a band there, mister." This

night Stealin‘ Horses showed

Memphis it was quite a band too. *  

Musicians Retreat —

R&R In The Ozarks

"Blow up the T.V.,

Throw away the paper,

Go to the country. .

ired of loading and un—
loading when the roadies
don‘t show? Need abreak
from all those relentless

fans? Wish you could just get away
from it all? Well, your time is coming
Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 26—27.
Cancel all gigs. Tell your agent to
ease up, and prepare for a relaxing
weekend with fellow musicians who
can relate to your wearies. The
second annual musicians‘ retreat in
Blanchard Springs, Ark. is just what
you need.

 

DNA member —Alan Collier,
creator of this event, has been
camping at the Springs for ten years.
He says it is a great place to commune.
with nature. The local fauna there is
accustomed to creatures of the two—
legged variety, so there is no reason to
be concerned about the grand
outdoors. In fact, the rowdiest dude
at last year‘s event was an armadillo.
(You didn‘t know they made noise
either, huh?) 1987 retreaters were
also entertained by a people—loving
skunk that proceeded to drain all un—
attended beer cans. The little fellow
was not a bit unnerved by humans,
and he was particularly fond of those
who brought their own Bud. (This is
necessary ifyou want to throw back afew, as Blanchard Springs is located
in a dry county. Now you know why
the skunk likes campers.)

—— John Prine

m ast year about fifty local
musicians enjoyed "Mem—
phis in the Mountains."
Spelunking through.

breathtakingly beautiful Blanchard
Springs Caverns, hiking trails
through the Ozarks, and listening to
melodies drift above the evergreens
were highlights of the excursion.
The theme for this year‘s event is
"Music in the Mountains." All mid—
south music folk are invited to pack
up their acoustics and head for the
hills.

Located near Mountain View,
home of the famous crafts festival,
Blanchard Springs is about a four
hour drive from the BigM. Ifyou like
sleeping outside, there are campsites
with and without facilities: (Just
decide how back—to—nature you‘d like
to be.) For those of you who think
roughing it is a hotel without compli—
mentary shower caps, lodging is
available in nearby towns. You
should —make your reservations
ASAP.
Every picker, player, writer and

singer is welcome. Bringyour equip—
ment to the open—mike night
scheduled for the amphitheatre. No
amplification is necessary, but
Collier will provide a PA anyway.
(Music should reflect the laid—back
setting, so please leave the Ozzy
Osbourne covers at home.) Also, to
make it easy for everyone, ride—
sharing and caravanning is being
coordinated by Collier. To get in on
all the fun, call for more information
at 382—35438 or 327—1270. x
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Debbie Gibson

from page 30

here is a trend of kids

making their own music

in the industry today, and

Ms. Gibson is inarguably

 

linked to it. But if the current wave of

bratpackers harkens back to the

heyday of "Little" Stevie Wonder and

"Little" Esther Phillips, the simi—

larities are superficial at best. For

besides Debbie Gibson, and say, J.J.

Fadd ("Supersonic"), few of these

 

young musicians emerge as authen—

tics, being largely adult—manipu—

lated and short on talent.

What Debbie Gibson‘s . music

provides us with is an anthro—

pological insight into the complex

social world of contemporary teens.

Ironically, this is the very group the

jaded rock establishment has failed

to come to terms with. As growingup

in America becomes increasingly

problematic, aging rockers have less

and less to offer teens. The end result

is the emergence of a teen—rock

cottage industry populated by young

Although

surrender seems

right around the corner

 

in her lyrics, Debbie Gibson professes

to eschew pre—marital sex for responsibility.
photos by Kelly K. Craig

stars that can relate to their peers.

Now that Mick Jagger is pushing

fifty, he seems more like a relic than a

rebel to young record buyers. Debbie _

Gibson both champions and is a part

of that awkward age when disaster is ‘

a pimple away and boyfriends confer

the ultimate status in high school

homerooms.

f there is an ice cream

parlor innocence in her

yrics, it is the yearning

for a mythic, "pure" love.

Or as she sings, "Love appeared

before my eyes with you/A dream

come true/I never thought I‘d realize

what love was here with you." Un—

abashedly full of middle—class values,

Gibson feels little affinity with

topical themes, and prefers romantic

lyrics that she can relate to.

Her songs are underscored by the

mystery of eroticism, though one of

curiosity and discovery which reflect

her age. To really understand her,

one must read "Between The Lines,"

as she suggests in a song off Out ofthe

Blue.

Her hit single, "Shake Your Love,"

presents that classic schoolgirl

dilemma, how do you hang on to your

man and maintain your maidenhead

simultaneously? Gibson, a practic—

ing Catholic, professes to eschew pre—

marital sex for responsibility,

apparently deciding it is a safer bet to

sell the sizzle and save the steak for

the honeymoon.

Yet surrender seems right around

the corner in her lyrics, at least on a

subconscious level. "Fallen Angel"

suggests as much, and, although

guilt—ridden ("Take me now, I‘m your

fallen angel"), lust conquers all in the

end: "You‘re the best I‘ve discovered/

All the red hot love I‘ve found."

Although she denies any such

duality in her lyrics, the songs pro—

vide a glimpse past the chiffon

curtain that shrouds her. Her own

words penetrate deep into the soul of

this precocious young woman and we

find that place where passion and

purity dance as one.

On "Red Hot," herthinly veiled

lyrics border on the licentious, while

in "Play The Field," Deb is the elder

stateswoman, advising her lesser ex—

perienced classmates. Still, it‘s only

rock‘n‘roll and I doubt if the PMRC

will subpoena Miss Gibson in the

future.
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ot surprisingly, she longs
to break away from her
media association with
other teen—rockers, par—

ticularly Tiffany, to whom she‘s so
She prefers to be

assessed on her own merit, and now
18, (she celebrated her birthday at
the end of August) seeks a more adult
status in the pop community.
Of her rival Tiffany, she says, "My

friends and I went to see her show
and it‘s completely different than
mine. She wear jeans and a denim
jacket — a street image — I wear a mini—
skirt and dance a lot more." Gibson
also dispelled any notion of a high
school catfight, saying, "She comes
from a different world than I do. I
mean, I really liked the show, she‘s a
terrific singer." Would she like to
write a song for the Tif? "Well,
maybe," she answered. "I‘d
definitely like to write one for
Whitney Houston, she has a
tremendous voice."
But Billy Joel remains her long—

time idol, and Debbie pined, "I‘ve
never

—

met him, but I‘d love to work
with him someday."
To escape the rigors of celebrity—

hood, she runs up her parents‘ phone
bill or hangs out with her friends
playing tennis or Pictionary. If she
has a love interest, wwwweeellll. . .
On the road, she travels with her
manager/mom (her father works for
TWA), a couple of her sisters, the
band, and a growing collection of
white Teddy bears.

 

me Aoften compared.

eddy bears? —This

smacked of a media con—

sultant‘s ploy to further

innocentise her image, so

we quizzed her in hopes of opening

that chiffon curtain a little further.
"Oh no," she protested. "I really do
collect them. My bedroom is over—
flowing with bears, so I‘m going to
give some away to Charity Hospital."

Well, what about the cover of Out

Of The Blue, I mean the smiley face

drawn on her bared kneecap, the

wristwatch on the Teddy bear? "They

wanted to dress me, well, kinda

grown up, but I wanted the cover to

look like me. It was my idea," Gibson
insisted. Right on Debbie! She is for
real and 100% in control of her career.

Reading her contract rider for area

appearances, one finds provisions for

 

At 18, Gibson is heginning to throw off the teen image anc
is seeking a more adult status in the
pop community.

 

 

fresh fruit, cheeses, tea, soft drinks,
two bars of top quality soap, and the
inevitable white Teddy bears. A far
ery from a Beastie Boys tour, but does
she maybe have a thing for those
white bears? "I usually throw one
into the audience at the end of the
show," she says.

Live, she‘ll melt the heart of the
most hardened skeptics, for her
infectious personality is evident
throughout her show. At Mud Island
her gospel—inflected voice ("I sung in
church," she says) bounced off the
Mississippi back into the amphi—

 

theater, then up to Providence.
dancing skills are considerab,
well, and she traverses the stage
great poise during her tightly ch«
graphed show. Thanks for t
ballet lessons, mom! If this wer
enough, she plays a helluva piano
So what‘s next for Debbie Gibs

"I‘m writing a movie script
myself," she says. A serious dra
perhaps? "No, I like comedies,
going to be a comedy." A Deb
Gibson movie? In the chiffon worl
pop‘s reigning princess, anythi
seems possible. x
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In Search ( Jf. ..
from page 15

Mary‘s has 1 leatured in the past
month or so. The Boilers, from

Nashville h ave also appeared

recently. W ith Memphis support,

even more lo jeal talent will find an

audience the re in the months ahead.

Downtown |; Court Square Cafe

hosted Soul ! Capitalists this particu—

lar evening,: and among others, it also

books Rich ard Orange, Exodus,

Group Ther apy, Human Radio and

the Touchto nes. It is a small venue,

and frequer itly is ERO (elbow room

only), but d on‘t tell the fire marshall.

The obstru icted view of the band

doesn‘t see ‘im to bother the more

mature crowd. The kitchen closes at

11 p.m., but the bands usually play

until around 2 a.m.

Soul Capitalists have an authentic

Memphis sound, and include a brass

section that offers a unique touch to

the material they played. They may

have original material, but none was

in evidence that evening.

The search wouldn‘t be complete

without checking out the Antenna

Club located on Madison Avenue.

Known for its long—time support of

new music, Antenna features both

local and out—of—town bands. A fairly

spacious venue (but we can‘t

recommend the restroom), it is a

graffiti—splattered showcase for the

truly hip. I.D.‘s are checked (well,
 

  

 
 
 

  

 

  

The

—

»North End has fostered original music since spening in 1964. BiuesmanSid

Sel

—

vidge (above), is the weekend regular. Thursday nights features Victims of

Cir

—

cumstance and Argot performs jazz on Sunday. The South End features

bar

—

nds which appeal to a younger, collegiate crowd.

sort of), and the cover charge varies.

Wednesday nights are reserved for

Video Beer Busts, which feature

videos most MTV jocks would rather

die than have to play. It can be rather

interesting. Other nights, including

weekends, feature local bands —

among them K9 Arts, the Hellcats,

the Scam, the Marilyns, the Brewers,

Think As Incas, and other assorteds.

xhausted from one night‘s

work, the search was

fudged over to Sunday

evening at Night Moves

at Winchester and Mendenhall, ©

where yet another all—ages show was

staged. A scantily clad thrash metal

band called Lois Lane headlined.

According to the lead singer (really

chick, invest in some new fishnets,

those wouldn‘t trap a river cat) the

group came "a long way to play in

Memphis. They weren‘t bad at all. In

fact, they played as hard as most

male—dominated acts.

Bud Chitton, part—owner and

manager of the recently remodeled

spot, explained the rules of Night

Moves‘ all—ages show were instituted

to protect the youngsters (don‘t call

them youngsters to their faces,

though, or a sneer and snide remark

might be your reward). To enter,

everyone must pay the cover. People

over 21 have their hands marked

with a stamp that must be read by a

black light. Alcohol is only served

upstairs, and a very sturdy—looking

bouncer sits at the one narrow

staircase leading to sanctuary with

the ethereal light identifying those

old enough to imbibe. Parents of

teens can come to the show without

embarrassing (or beingembarrassed

by) their offspring. The view from

the upper deck provides the best

vantage point for photography, but

even our staff shutterbug, who is past

30 and looks it every bit, had to prove

age to "climb the stairway to heaven."

For additional protection, adults

patrol outside. The young people are

not allowed to "hang in the parking

lot" or leave and re—enter the

building. Chitton concluded that the

"key" to the success (and it must be

succeeding judging from the packed

house) of the all—ages show is that

"mothers don‘t have to worry."

The all—ages show will continue on

Sunday nights after school re—opens.

The club will also continue to feature

some of the hottest Memphis bands
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on other nights of the week. Jimmy
Davis and Junction are semi—regular
hits there, and John Kilzer has
performed there several times as
well. .

Onward to the Memphis State
University area where fresh coeds
and sixth year seniors make up a

great portion of the clientele — R.P.

Tracks on Southern Ave. Reborn
from the days of the old Faculty
Lounge and various other AKA‘s,
Tracks serves up some fine original

music every weekend and features
DNA every Wednesday, along with

homemade deli sandwiches and

homespun hospitality from the

management. —Each Sunday
Freeworld, a jazz fusion band

featuring brass and original music,

entertains ajazz—starved audience, as

well as the pool hustlers in the back

room. Their opening number was an

instrumental arrangement of Ross

(Human Radio) Rice‘s "Fly A Kite In

The House." Musically sound with a

wonderful sound man, longtime

Memphis horn man and LeMoyne
prof Herman Green (see accompany—
ing story on page 20) is but one of the
group.

he weekend trek was not

an entirely fruitless

effort, since some ori—

ginal Memphis music

was detected (although less than

desired). Taking into consideration

that it was next to impossible to see or

hear samples from every club in a48—

hour period, there were some estab—

lishments better known for promot—

ing Memphis music thatwere missed

along the way. Ifyou get a chance, hit

Alfred‘s, Club Royale, Stage Stop,

Club Handy, the Daily Planet,

 

and the North (not to be confused —

with the South, although the decor is

very similar) End. It‘s a sad loss for

Memphis music that Bombay can no

longer be included among the clubs

that support creativity in Memphis.

Of course, what you hear — original

or cover material, great or mediocre —

depends on what band is playing

when and where. It is out there,

though, so don‘t give up.
*

Rumor has it that Helen Wheels is
actually Sandy Heiss, Cara
McCastlain and Susan Hesson. We
can neither confirm nor deny this at
press time.  

Star Tracks

from page 5

of the R.T. Scott Band and the
Delta Rebels, Tracy Lords, Detail
and Big Noise (Joanna Dean‘s
band). For lessons in southern
rock, please attend.
Another well—known Memphis

rock band is reforming. The new
Crime is Rick Camp, Tracy "Spot"
Allison (a former Generic), David
Alexander and Mike Mason. Theyange ve
debut Sept. 4 at Alfred‘s on Beale.

 

Texan Rocky Athas, shown playing a

Fender Stratocaster, is laying down

guitar tracks for R.T. Scott and the

Delta Rebels at Ardent.

MUSIC NEWS

Haynes Knight, the infamous
manager of the Generics, joined the
Star Stage team.

A new concept music store will
open in September at the Madison
Avenue location that was most
recently occupied by Thunderbird‘s.
Partners Dave Smith and Sean
Denley are leaving the stage set up
so musicians can try out equipment

in a gig situation. The building will

also house a rehearsal room, 16—

track demo console room, and a

songwriters‘ lab.

Memphis Sound Productions

spent August getting their new

console up and running. The NEVE

V console is regarded by many as

the finest in the business and adds

to Memphis‘ growing reputation as

a first—class studio town.

TIP SHEET —

Memphian Kevin Paige, a ¢

Chrysalis signee, has been in New —

York studios. Looks like that

homeboy is going for the New York ‘"~

attitude. f
Arista recording arti

Horses (see page 8), have bien

spending a lot of their off—tinne in
Memphis. They are working in a
new guitarist, Greg Fulkerson, who
Memphis audiences will remember «©
from Sahara (a Producers‘

Showcase band). Greg replaces

Brian Bonhomme.
R.T. Scott and the Delta Rebels

imported at "Texas Top Ten"

guitarist to add tracks on their

PolyGram debut album. Rocky

Athas has a string of guitar en—

dorsements, including a "Rocky
Athas 1" model Guild guitar. Very —. ||
impressive for an unsigned artist.

Maybe they‘ll take a break from ~

Ardent and give us a live version of __

their tracks. We‘d like to see this
Texan in action.

A major label has asked for and _

been given first option on Reance,

the R&B/rockers burning up dance

floors. Star Stage, their manage—

ment, received reports on the

Reance promotional 45 from clubs

in Destin (in Nightown) and Atlanta:
Funny thing is, no one knows how ."‘ f
they got the record down there. _

Reance drummer Daryl Merrifield,|

won the 1988 Strings and Things

Ultimate Drummer Contest.

Congrats.

Congratulations also to Rum

Boogie Band bassist David Parker
and wife Susan on the birth of Alex,... ..|
August 17.

Official news — Wolfgang has

disbanded. Klaudia Kroboth and

Rico Heard are appearing as a duo.

Rico and ex—Wolves Jim Medlin and

Steve Powell also appear in Red
Rockers.

Rick Clark is being shopped by

Bob Hinkle (New York heavy) and

Larry McKeehan. They report a

loud buzz on the initial demos. 1

heard two songs and was extremely

impressed. By the way Rick, can I

have a copy of "Highway 78?"

The Memphis—based dance/show —

band Todd Bradley and Next Level ~

will spend this month in San Juan,

cont. page 55
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Red CFIARVEL MODEL 4guitar with case.
Kahler tremolo, Jackson Active Pickups.
EXCELLENT CONDITION $595 (or best
offer). Call Chris at 372—6857.

Datasheets. Sound Design. 2744010.

Photon MIDI Guitar infrared light synthe—
sizer drive system. Includes Gibson hyper—
speed guitar. The system that works! Fret
splice, harmonize, transpose 4 octaves up/
down — more! Standard stringing and hyper—
speed programs. (Check out Carlos
Alomar‘s Dream Generator!) $1100. 761—
2184. Leave message.

Car stereo systgm: tinder warranty. All or

part — 6 speakers. 2 amps. Best offer. Call

2784091 or 327—8468.

Elvis Presley 10 Year Memorial Issue. Elvis

« _and those who surrounded him during his

rise to become the King of Rock and Roll.

Color photos, limited edition. Only $4.95,

plus $1.25 postage and handling. A must for

every Elvis fan. Memphis Star Magazine,

Dept. EP, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN

38111.

Fender Rhodes 88 Piano, Wooden keys —

$300, obo. Fender Squire Stratocaster — with

case, excellent condition — $250, King

Zephyr Tenor Sax — with new pads — $250,

Fostex 8 Track Recorderand mixing console

— Call for information — 761—2184. Please

leave message.

. advertising representatives.

 

|_____HELPWANTED___

The Memphis Star is seeking talented,

responsible people to contribute reviews

and articles. Must be reliable and familiar

with the local and national music industry.

This is an entry level position with some

Part—time help needed in West Memphis for

distribution department. Commission

PLUS. Must be dependable and have

reliable transportation. Call Jim at452—7827.

The Memphis Star is seeking professional

Commission

PLUS. Experience breferred, but will train

right person. Call Sales Office at 452—7827 .

Part—time (45 days/month) assistant dis—

tribution manager. Three openings — 1.

North Memphis and surrounding area, 2.

North Mississippi, 3. East Arkansas. Must

drive, be responsible self—starter and

available during regular business hours.

Ideal for working musicians. Call Jim at 452—

7827.

 

Wanted: Musicians over 30 for rock band.

876—6846.

Wanted: Musicians — bass player, guitar

player and keyboard player for local rock/

jazz group. Home — 452—4464; Work — 763—

6394.

 

 

|MUSICIANSAVAILABLE_

Bassist Available — long—term career ideas

preferred, rock or progressive rock vein.

Reliable, dependable, goal—minded people

only. Mark Johnson, 6834262.

——:i(~ ——Ae

Practice Space available. Private practice

space for small instrumental group or

E Atten‘tion Keyboard Players: New D50 and room for advancement. Experience ensemble in exchange for Sunday music
4 gounds and RAM cards, Dr. T‘s1040ST, preferable. Contact Susan Hesson, 452— help.‘ Highland Heights area. Contact
© 7827. pastor. 324—7321.

Songwriters: Top quality demos of your
originals with full rhythm sections. $75 per
song includes everything at Makin‘ Trax
Recording Studio. Country music a
specialty. 682—2759.

Do you want to go into the Entertainment
Booking Agency Business, but don‘t know _
how? Call HORIZON MANAGEMENT toll
free in New York — 1—800—678—2748 for free
brochure. One time charge of $1,000. We do
the work and you make the money.

 

Photography: Band and artist promos,
model portfolios, and creative freelance
(album) photography. The lowest rates in
town. Let us expose your group as the best.
Call Kelly Craig at 353—0346.

Rnythymatics Band, featuring Charles,
Ricky Earle, Funky John and Roubaix,
provide the best in R&B, blues and dance
music.. Booking info — 529—9865.

 

 

 

 

"The Miller High Life Sound Express will roll into Memphis Sept. 3 at the Martin Luther Klng Riverside Park, and will feature
‘a free concert featuring LeVert, the Force M.D.‘s, and Tony! Toni! Tone‘! Memphians Chick Rogers and Larry Springfield
and Just Friends will open.
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Puerto Rico, and return to do time

in Memphis Sound Productions.

IBLOOD DRIVE RECAP

The Memphis Star/KIX—106 Blood
Drive to benefit the Elvis Presley
Memorial Trauma Center was held
Saturday, Aug. 13 at Bad Bob‘s
Vapors on Brooks Road.
LifeBlood‘s Mobile Unit was on
hand to accomodate donors, and
Doc Franklin, owner of Bad Bob‘s,
had set up an indoor hospitality
room. After donating, volunteers
were treated to a live original
country set by the Mak Kaylor
Band, complimentary pizza from
Domino‘s and could browse
through literature on the Trauma
Center‘s life—saving equipment and
personnel. C
Though our shuttle back and

forth from Graceland netted only a
few donors, our volunteers were
able to desseminate more
information on the Trauma Center
and LifeBlood, and to inform TV
viewers in Chicago that Elvis

  

Nashville cowpunkers Jason Ringenberg (above) and the Scorchers tore up the

Presley‘s blood type was, in all
probability, jelly donut.
Many fine people pulled together

to make this event a success, and
we‘d iike to extend a great big
thank you to them all. To Doc and
Jackie Franklin — for location and
inspiration; Mak Kaylor, Ron Frost,
Mark Ross, Jack Rowell and Mark
Johnson — for tunes and laughs:
Dan Lenzini and all the fine DJ‘s at
KIX—106 — for keeping the drive alive
on the airwaves; Leah, Mike, Angie,
Todd, Sandy, Sue,and Ollie of
LifeBlood — for patience and
perserverance (and towels fresh
from the freezer!); Jim Santoro — for
a little of everything; Linda
Davidson — who donated blood and
then hung around to embarrass us
on national television; and Troy
Malone of KIX—106 — for a superb
sense of humor and terrific
promotion.

But the biggest thank you goes
out to all those who cared enough
to donate a little time and a little
blood to help someone else. You‘re
truly special people!!! Thank you
all (from Susan H.).

That‘s all I know (or can
remember) that | can print. See
you later!! x

Antenna Club Aug. 10. The Scorchers, produced Eli Ball, ripped through tunes
such as "White Lies" and "Golden Ball and Chain."

photo by Kelly K. Craig
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THE MEAGLE An Evening With

MOODYBLUES_

 

    

 

 

  

  

SEPT. 11

8 PM

 

  

 

with special guestSS. TIGER

  

RESERVE ON SALE
THURSDAY, SEPT. 8, 8 PM $17—290

RESERVE R ON sALE |4
SEATS $17.50 now |. iw.
 

"EAGLEGuatiryroorrou «reir

PAT _BENATAR

PECIA a DOF h

__

With Special Guest

 

f dp _ Slk , SUNDAY

OCT. 2

gq PMU i LYi

$ RESERVE SEATS

$3.00 cnour Pos. — $16.00
Discount on orders

OF 10 OR More | , ; fad

AVAILABLE AT { ON SALE NOW

THE TICKET
HUB ONLY

  
TICKET OUTLETS: NEW LOCATIONS: TICKET HUB (149 N. ANGELUS). SEARS (RALEIGH. SOUTHLAND. HICKORY RIDGE. LAURELWOOD. WEST MEMPHIS. AND JACKSON). THE ORPHEUM THEATRE
JUKEBOX RECORDS (GERMANTOWN). HOT DOG RECORDS (JONESBORO). ALBUM ALLEY (TUPELO). SOUND SHOP (OXFORD). AND ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS. CONVENIENCE CHARGE APPLICABLE
AT ALL TICKET OUTLETS. MAIL ORDER INFORMATION AND PHONE ORDER: CALL 725—HUBB. VISA AND MASTERCARD ONLY

produced by mid—south concerts


